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Bet on
Infrastructure
Stocks

Negotiations for a
major infrastructure
initiative between the
two parties continue.
President Joe Biden’s
infrastructure package of $2 trillion over
eight years is being
met with a $1 trillion
infrastructure counteroffer by Republicans.
If President Biden accepts the offer it would
be the most substantial
infrastructure deal enThere is a lot of potential for
acted by the federal
traditional infrastructure stocks
government.
When enacted, the
America’s largest producer of
plan would repair roads
and bridges, invest in electric construction aggregates (crushed
vehicles and charging stations, stone, sand, gravel) and a major
modernize the country’s electrical producer of asphalt and cement.
grid and beef up broadband inter- Even without a giant spending
net access, notes Charles Lewis bill, Vulcan’s top line could get a
Sizemore, Kiplinger’s Personal meaningful boost from an expected
increase in new-home construction.
Finance.
Similar to Vulcan, Martin
That means loads of potential for
traditional infrastructure stocks, Marietta Materials (MLM) speas well as for green-energy stocks cializes in the materials used in
and other alternative plays that large construction and infrastrucwill benefit from Biden’s “Build ture projects, including sand and
gravel products, concrete, and
Back Better” theme.
These investments should asphalt. The company also makes
benefit from a potential spending chemical products for industrial,
surge from Washington, Sizemore agricultural and environmental
applications.
said:
Construction equipment. CatBuilding materials. If you expect to see a lot of roads paved or erpillar (CAT) makes asphalt
repaired in the coming years, con- pavers, compactors, excavators,
Continued on page 4
sider Vulcan Materials (VMC),
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Diversified Intermediate Producer
and Developer in North America

Argonaut Gold (TSX: AR) is a Canadian gold company engaged in
exploration, mine development and production. Its primary assets are
the El Castillo mine and San Agustin Gold/Silver Mine, which together
form the El Castillo Complex in Durango, Mexico, the La Colorada mine in
Sonora, Mexico and the Florida Canyon mine in Nevada, USA. The Company
also holds the construction stage Magino project in Ontario, Canada,
ARGONAUT GOLD INC
the advanced exploration stage Cerro del Gallo project in Guanajuato in
central Mexico and several other exploration stage projects, all of which
TSX: AR
are located in North America.
Contact:
Q1 2021 Results Ended March 31 – Argonaut Gold Inc. reported record
Dan Symons
quarterly production of 59,704 gold equivalent ounces (GEOs). Record
Vice President, Investor Relations
quarterly revenue of $105.3 million. Cash flow from operating activities before
100 King St. West Suite 5700
changes in operating working capital of $27.7 million and net income of
Toronto, ON M5X 1C7 Canada
$27.0 million or earnings per share of $0.09. Cash balance of $227.3 million.
Phone: (416) 915-3107
CEO Commentary – Pete Dougherty, President and CEO stated: "It was our
dan.symons@argonautgold.com
second consecutive quarter of record quarterly production and revenue. We
www.ArgonautGold.com
demonstrated strong cash flow during the first quarter, which underpins our
strategy to harvest cash from the existing operations, replace depleted ounces
and invest in our growth asset portfolio to transform Argonaut from a high-cost,
junior producer with short mine lives to a lower cost intermediate producer with long mine lives. With the cash we are generating,
the recent announcement of an increase of Mineral Reserves by 43% and Measured and Indicated Mineral Resources by 26%
year-over-year and the early progress of the Magino construction project, we are delivering on all three phases."

Puma Exploration: On Track for the
Next Gold Discovery in New Brunswick
Puma Exploration Inc. (TSX.V:
PUMA) is a Canadian-based mineral
exploration company with precious
and base metals projects in early
to advanced stages located in the
Famous Bathurst Mining Camp in
New Brunswick, Canada.
Puma Exploration has become a major player
in mineral exploration in New Brunswick through
the acquisition of a diversified portfolio of mining
properties. The Corporation benefits from the
proximity of several infrastructures: In addition to
the structured road network bordering its projects, a
major seaport, the one of Belledune, is located near
the city of Bathurst.
The Corporation’s main project is the Triple
Fault GOLD project (Williams Brook, Jonpold and
Portage Lake properties located in New Brunswick,
a province rich in natural resources.
Puma Exploration has launched its 2021 field
exploration program at the Williams Brook Gold
Property. The summer field program is well
underway with 3 technical teams on site. Heavy
equipment for wood cutting, trenching, and
stripping have also been mobilized and are currently

active on site.
The main focus of the current
program is to detail and expand
the recent major gold discoveries
along the O’Neil Gold Trend (OGT)
traced over 650 meters with
bonanza grades up to 241.0 g/t Au. OGT will also
see specific work in preparation of the imminent
inaugural drilling program that should begin in
June 2021.
Marcel Robillard, President and CEO commented:
“The 2021 summer exploration campaign is a great
milestone for Puma’s shareholders. It is the result of
the long, hard and dedicated work of our technical
team snce the acquisition of the Williams Brook
Gold Property last year.. And now we are very
excited by the upcoming first drilling program on
our recent OGT discovery, and anxious to see what
OGT has in store for us!”
For further information on Puma Exploration
Inc., contact Marcel Robillard, President, 175 rue
Légaré, Rimouski, QC G5L 3B9. Phone (418) 7508510.
Email: president@explorationpuma.com or visit
the website at www.explorationpuma.com.
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Why You Should
Consider Commodities
Inflation is still low, but it’s
rising. You can see it reflected in
interest rates.
Investors demand higher rates
when they worry that rising prices
will mean the dollar will have
less purchasing power when their
bonds mature, notes James K.
Glassman, Kiplinger’s Personal
Finance.
You can also see inflation in
the prices of commodities, or basic
raw materials. The cost of food
rose 3.8% over the 12 months
that ended April 30. The index
for limited service meals rose 6.2
percent, and the index for full
service meals rose 3.7 percent over
the last 12 months, reports the
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
The energy index rose 25.1
percent over the past 12 months.
The gasoline index rose 49.6
percent over the last 12 months,
its largest 12-month increase
since the period ending January
2010. The index for natural gas
increased 12.1 percent, and the
index for electricity rose 3.6
percent over the same period.
The index for all items less food
and energy rose 3.0 percent over
the past 12 months; this was its
largest 12-month increase since
January 1996. Indexes with large
12-month increases include used
cars and trucks (21.0 percent)
and airline fares (9.6 percent).
The shelter index increased 2.1
percent over the last 12 months,
and the medical care index rose
1.5 percent.
The unit price for toilet paper
was $8.32 in April, up from $7.16
a year earlier. Kimberly Clark
has said its increasing prices
of products like its Scott brand
bathroom tissue by late June due
to “significant commodity cost
inflation.”
Besides offering protection
against inflation, commodities
are good diversifiers in a portfolio
because they are only about 30%
correlated with stocks. But when

Commodities are good diversifiers in a portfolio
the stock market tanked last
February and March because of
the COVID-19 pandemic, so did
most commodities – and for the
same reason: plunging demand
from consumers who lost their
jobs. Of course, everyone has to eat,
so food prices held up. But other
commodities plummeted, before
returning slowly but consistently
as the economy began to recover.
Despite recent price increases,
however, commodities have been in
a long-term bear market since the
2008-09 recession. The problem for
commodity prices has been sluggish
economic growth in the United
States and Europe, and a decline
in the spectacular annual growth
in China’s gross domestic product.
Is the decline in commodity
prices long-lasting and the recent
upward blip just temporary? Or,
as analysts at Goldman Sachs
recently predicted, is this “the
beginning of a much longer-term
structural bull market”?
Because accurate predictions
about inflation are nearly impossible, all investors should have
some exposure to commodities.
That doesn’t mean buying them
directly in the futures market. You
can own exchange-traded securities that track broad portfolios of

commodity contracts.
The IShares S&P GSCI
Commodity Indexed Trust
(GSG) is not a standard ETF,
but a trust that buys and sells
indexed futures contracts, backed
by collateral such as Treasury
securities. It’s a good choice if you
want a heavy energy weighting;
crude oil represents 45% of assets.
For a more balanced option, the
iPath Bloomberg Commodity
Index Total Return ETN (DJP),
is linked to an index whose target
weights are: 30% energy, 23%
grains, 19% precious metals,
16% industrial metals and the
rest livestock and “softs” such
as cotton and coffee. With an
ETN, or exchange-traded note,
you are actually lending money
with no guarantee of repayment.
The value of the note rises or
falls according to the value of the
underlying commodities.
Trusts and notes are slightly
riskier than standard ETFs, but
in these two cases the issuers are
sound.
The second strategy is to buy
individual stocks. A good example
is Archer Daniels Midland
(ADM), a large supplier and
refiner of grains and vegetable
Continued on page 4
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Bet on Infrastructure Stocks

Continued from page 1

pipelayers, backhoes and just
about everything else you’d need
for a major infrastructure project.
Cat’s exposure to emerging markets is also a positive, as is its
1.8% dividend yield.
Deere (DE) is known for its
farm equipment – and if a surge
in commodity prices spurs new
cultivation, sales in Deere’s agricultural unit could jump. But the
company is also a major producer
of construction and forestry equipment used in earth moving and
road building.
Rental equipment company
United Rentals (URI) operates
more than 1,000 locations in the
United States, renting out construction equipment, including
backhoes, forklifts and earthmoving machinery. United also
supplies equipment designed
for underground work and fluid
treatment.
Commodities producers. Nucor
(NUE) is the largest domestic
steelmaker, and its products are
found in the nation’s airports,
bridges, dams and waterways. The
Biden administration has shown a
preference for “buying American,”
giving Nucor an advantage over
larger foreign competitors. Pentup demand from automakers and
other industrial buyers coming out
of the pandemic also bodes well.
The stock is a steady dividend
payer and yields 2.0%.
Freeport-McMoRan (FCX)
mines copper, which is used in
electrical wiring and plumbing,
among other applications. And
there’s a green angle: Electric
vehicles use about four times
as much copper as traditional
internal combustion vehicles;

renewable energy uses more than
four times as much copper as oil
and gas.
“New” infrastructure. Wind and
solar farms have to be integrated
into the national grid, and that’s
what Eaton (ETN) does. The
stock, yielding 2.2%, has paid a
dividend every year since 1923.
Crown Castle International
(CCI) is a play on the blistering
growth of mobile data usage. The
real estate investment trust owns
more than 40,000 cell towers, and
its stock sports a 3% yield.
Diversified plays. Brookfield
Infrastructure Corp. (BIPC)
is one of the largest diversified
infrastructure stocks in the world,
with operations spanning utilities,
transportation, energy and data
infrastructure.
Global X U.S. Infrastructure
Development (PAVE) is an
exchange-traded fund that holds

Photo by David Martin on Unsplash
roughly 100 infrastructure stocks.
Editor’s Note: Charles Lewis Sizemore
is a contributing writer at Kiplinger’s
Personal Finance magazine. Website:
www.Kiplinger.com.

Why You Should
Consider Commodities
Continued from page 3
oils, and Bunge (BG), a smaller
202-year-old St. Louis company
in the same sector.
Investing in London-based
Rio Tinto Group (RIO), a mining and processing company with
a $132 billion market value, is a
way to play both precious and base
metals. An even larger global minerals firm, BHP Group (BHP) of
Australia, focuses on many of the
same commodities as Rio Tinto,
with the addition of coal and petroleum. Or consider index ETFs,

such as SPDR S&P Metals and
Mining (XME) and Materials
Select Sector SPDR (XLB).

Editor’s Note: James K. Glassman
is a contributing columnist at Kiplinger’s
Personal Finance magazine. Website:
www.Kiplinger.com.

Click on any banner/ad in this issue
and be directed to the sponsors
website for FREE trials, Special
Offers, Blogs, Stock Picks and more
information on the sponsor.
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ALMANAC INVESTOR
84 Clinton Ave., Nyack, NY 10960.
Monthly, 1 year, $179.95. Includes Investor
Alerts, plus a free copy of the 2021 Stock
Trader’s Almanac desk edition.

Post-Election-Year June:
Third Worst S&P 500 Month
June has shone brighter on Nasdaq stocks over
the last 50 years as a rule ranking sixth with a 0.9%
average gain, up 28 of 50 years. This contributes to
Nasdaq’s “Best Eight Months” which ends in June,
notes Jeff Hirsch, editor, Stock Trader’s Almanac and
Almanac Investor newsletter.
June ranks near the bottom on the Dow Jones
Industrials just above September since 1950 with an
average loss of 0.2%. S&P 500 performs similarly poorly,
ranking ninth, but essentially flat (0.1% average gain).
Small caps also tend to fare well in June. Russell 2000
has averaged 0.8% in the month since 1979.
In post-election years since 1953, June still ranks
poorly and its average loss for DJIA increases to
-1.1% while S&P 500’s modestly positive performance
becomes a 0.6% loss. DJIA struggles the most,
advancing in just four post-election year Junes (1977,
1985, 1997 and 2017). Russell 2000 fares best, up
seven times in ten years with an average gain of
1.2%. Nasdaq lands in the middle, advancing 50% of
the time with an average gain of 0.4%.

Editor’s Note: The 2021 Stock Trader’s Almanac, 54th Annual Edition
shows you the cycles, trends, and patterns you need to know in order to
trade and/or invest with reduced risk and for maximum profit. Receive the
Stock Trader’s Almanac 2021 for FREE when you subscribe to the digital
service, Almanac Investor. Weekly Almanac Investor email Alerts and a
monthly newsletter deliver the latest market analysis, new trade ideas
(long and short), portfolio updates, new research, technical, fundamental,
seasonal, monetary policy and sentiment analysis. The Almanac Investor
Stock Portfolio currently has a total return of 580.8% since inception in 2001
versus 227.2% for the S&P 500 over the same time frame. Act now – this is
a limited-time offer, Click Here for Details.

INVESTMENT QUALITY TRENDS
27132B Paseo Espada, Ste. 1222,
San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675.
1 year, 24 issues, $350. Online version, $265.
www.iqtrends.com.

Johnson & Johnson a “Dividend King”
Kelley Wright, editor, highlighted four long-term
stalwarts that just reached their historically repetitive
low-yield or Overvalued area: American Express (AXP),
W.W. Grainger Inc (GWW), Morgan Stanley (MS) and
Johnson & Johnson (JNJ), highlighted below:
“Johnson & Johnson (JNJ) is the largest health
care product company in the world by revenue, spanning
pharmaceuticals, medical devices, and consumer products.
The Pharmaceutical segment’s most important
therapeutic areas are Immunology drugs that treat
autoimmune diseases like Crohn’s Disease, psoriasis, and
arthritis; Oncology drugs that treat tumors and other forms
of cancer; Neuroscience drugs for disorders like depression
or schizophrenia; and Cardiovascular drugs that can treat
high blood pressure or prevent blood clots and strokes. JNJ
spends heavily on R&D, and most of its M&A spending goes
toward acquiring companies with promising pipeline drugs.
The Medical Devices segment sells a wide range
of health care products, including wound care,
surgical instruments and implants, hip and knee
replacements, and spinal implants.
The Consumer segment sells a wide variety of personal
care products including over-the-counter medicines,
adult skin and hair care products, baby care, oral care,
first aid, women’s health, and nutritional supplements.
The Consumer segment boasts major brandnames
like Band-Aid, Listerine, Johnson’s baby care line,
Neutrogena and Aveeno skin and hair care products,
and well-known over-the-counter medicines like
Tylenol, Pepcid, and Sudafed.
JNJ is a stable dividend payer, having paid dividends
since 1944 and distributing $10.5B in dividends in 2020,
which roughly corresponds to 50% of its free cash flow
for 2020. Expect dividend appreciation to continue in
2021 in line with previous years.”
Editor’s Note: JNJ is rated a “Strong Buy” based on the 5
Wall Street analysts offering stock ratings for JNJ, according to
TipRanks. The average target price is $192.80 with a high forecast
of $201.00 and a low forecast of $183.00.

JNJ reported 2021 first quarter sales of $22.3 billion
reflecting strong growth of 7.9%. Adjusted earningsper-share of $2.59 a 12.6% from the previous year.
Johnson & Johnson has increased its dividend for 58
consecutive years, making JNJ a “Dividend King.”
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LOOKING FORWARD
Published for clients of Friess Associates, LLC
P.O. Box 576, Jackson, WY 83001.
www.friess.com.

2021 off to hot start for many stocks
2021 is off to a hot start for many stocks that stand
to benefit from strong cyclical economic growth and
pent-up demand from consumers who just want to
get out and just enjoy life again, according to FactSet,
an industry leader in acquiring, integrating, and
managing financial data.
At this point in time, more S&P 500 companies
are beating EPS estimates for the first quarter than
average, and beating EPS estimates by a wider
margin than average. Analysts expect double-digit
earnings growth for the remaining three quarters
of 2021. These above-average growth rates are due
to a combination of higher earnings for 2021 and an
easier comparison to weaker earnings in 2020 due
to the negative impact of COVID-19 on numerous
industries, reports FactSet.
Companies held in the portfolios that Friess
Associates manage are expected to grow earnings 30.8
percent on average in 2021, according to consensus
earnings estimates compiled by FactSet notes Scott
Gates, Chief Investment Officer, Friess Associates.
The companies that make up the S&P 500 Index are
expected to grow earnings 18.7 percent on average
this year, said Gates.
The companies that the Friess team are currently
isolating fall somewhere on the spectrum between
extremes. They are neither stymied by the pandemic
nor dependent on it. They tend to benefit from secular
trends much more likely to influence their fates than
the vagaries of the virus.
Wall Street Expects Avantor
to Grow Earnings by 31%
The biopharmaceutical industry set a historic pace
in taking novel therapies from research to full-scale
distribution in the race against the Covid-19 virus. As
a trusted partner to companies involved in all aspects
of this response, Avantor Inc, (NYSE: AVTR) plays
a key role in helping the world stay healthy.
Avantor Inc. provides mission-critical products
and services to customers in the bio-pharmaceutical,
health care, education and government, and advanced
technologies and applied materials industries. Its
portfolio of products is used in virtually every stage of
research and production activities, reaching customer
facilities in more than 180 countries. Sales grew 6
percent to $6.9 billion last year.
December-quarter earnings grew 53 percent,
beating analyst expectations by 11 percent. Revenues
grew 18 percent, driven by growth across all regions,
end markets and product groups. While Covid-related
business was behind some of the growth, trends
accelerated even when adjusting for the one-time
nature of the opportunity. The company continues
to see a product mix shift toward higher-margin
proprietary products in the biotechnology space.
The Friess team met virtually with Avantor’s
management team and discussed the company’s

capital allocation goals amid improving operating
leverage. Free cash flow was $868 million in 2020, a
187 percent increase from $302 million in 2019. The
improvement, driven by higher profitability, working
capital improvements and reduced interest payments,
allows the company to reduce debt while also adding
capacity to its biopharmaceutical production.
Demand remains strong from biopharmaceutical
customers, while education and elective surgery
markets are stabilizing as vaccines roll out. Based on
the consensus estimate, Wall Street expects Avantor
to grow earnings 31 percent in 2021.
Crocs: Demand
Shows No Sign of Waning
With foot traffic down amid various constraints,
nearly every major shoe brand took a step back as the
pandemic unfolded. Not so for Crocs Inc (Nasdaq:
CROX). Comfort-minded consumers enthusiastically
embraced the company’s flagship clogs, and demand
shows no sign of waning even as economic conditions
become less restrictive.
Crocs makes casual footwear, apparel and
accessories. The company is best known for colorful,
lightweight foam clogs that prioritize comfort. Since
launching in 2002, Crocs has sold more than 600
million pairs of shoes in more than 90 countries.
Revenue increased 13 percent to nearly $1.4 billion
in 2020.
From nurses working 12-hour shifts to work-fromhome employees walking out to the mailbox, it’s
hard to imagine shoes better suited for the unique
circumstances surrounding the pandemic. Market
research firm NPD Group reported that Crocs was the
only footwear brand among the top 30 to grow sales in
March 2020, when the outbreak triggered lockdowns
in the U.S. Demand remains robust a year later.
Crocs earned $1.06 per share in the December
quarter, up from $0.12 in the year-ago period and 31
percent higher than the consensus estimate. Record
quarterly revenue, up 57 percent from the year-ago
period, closed out a record year.
While the debate about design appeal continues,
the company ensures that Crocs remain fashionable,
with support among high-profile celebrities such
Access Our Exclusive Warrant Database
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as Ariana Grande, Justin Bieber, Post Malone and
Rihanna. Crocs forecasts 2021 revenue growth
of between 20 and 25 percent, driven in part by
increased penetration in China, where actress Yang
Mi promotes the brand. Based on the consensus
estimate, Wall Street predicts Crocs will grow
earnings 20 percent this year.
Mosaic: Demand for its
Nutrients and Fertilizers Soar
Corn and soybeans are selling near their highest
prices in years, bolstering farmer finances. As a
company focused on helping farmers capitalize on
what they plant, Mosaic has seen demand and pricing
for its nutrients and fertilizers soar.
The Mosaic Co. (NYSE: MOS) is the world’s
leading integrated producer of concentrated phosphate
and potash, which are two of the three most important
nutrients in agriculture. The company employs more
than 13,000 people in six countries to serve farmers
all over the world. Mosaic mines, produces and
distributes millions of metric tons of phosphate and
potash annually. Sales topped $8.6 billion in 2020.
December-quarter earnings grew to $0.57 per share
from a loss of $0.29 a year ago. Sales increased 18
percent as commodity prices rose due to global supply
conditions and large purchases by China, the first
country to rebound economically from the pandemic.
Farm economics improved materially across most
geographies, while diminished inventories and
limited supply in the U.S. market led to nutrient price
improvements in the second half of 2020.
The Friess team spoke with Chief Executive Joc
O’Rourke regarding the outcome of a trade case
filed by Mosaic in the middle of last year. The U.S.
International Trade Commission recently determined
that subsidized phosphate fertilizer imports from
Morocco and Russia materially injured the U.S.
phosphate industry. As a result of this ruling, the U.S.
Department of Commerce will issue countervailing
duty orders on phosphate fertilizers, which will
remain in place for at least five years.
Based on the consensus estimate, Wall Street
expects Mosaic to grow earnings more than 200
percent in 2021.
[Editor’s Note]: BMO Capital Markets raised their target
price on MOS to $35, which using 6-7X multiples splits them
seeing MOS earnings close to ~$3B EBITDA in 2021E, but closer
to ~$2B in 2022E.

Crop, phosphate, and American potash prices
continue to stay resilient, and seasonal declines may
be narrower than thought earlier this year. This has
allowed MOS to step back to profitability levels not
seen for a decade.
However, BMO is neutral on valuation, lower
relative FCF generation than peers, risks of ag/
potash/phosphate regression to the mean, and
sentiment risks from potential near-term Jansen
plant approval.
Winnebago Sales Soar
The pandemic presents a dilemma that many
people view as a choice between sticking close to home
to minimize risks and venturing out into the world
despite them. Others argue that owning a Winnebago
renders that discussion moot by providing the safety

and comforts of home anywhere the road may lead.
Winnebago Industries Inc. (NYSE: WGO)
makes recreational vehicles. The company builds
motorhomes, travel trailers, fifth-wheel products
and boats at facilities in Indiana, Iowa, Florida and
Minnesota. Its brands include Winnebago, ChrisCraft, Grand Design and Newmar. The company
generated about 95 percent of its more than $2.7
billion in revenue in 2020 in the U.S., with Canadian
sales accounting the rest.
The revenue figure represented a 22 percent
year-over-year gain, a remarkable feat considering
the obvious obstacles presented by the pandemic.
After overcoming challenges such as suspended
manufacturing and shuttered dealerships early in the
year, Winnebago readied itself to resume operations
safely in time to offer customers a socially distant
solution to the travel-stifling aspects of the pandemic
as the weather turned warm. Demand grew with each
passing quarter.
Revenue in the three months through February
rose 34 percent to a quarterly record $840 million
compared to $627 million for the fiscal 2020 period.
Earnings for the quarter reached a record $2.12 per
share, up from $0.67 in the year-ago period and 50
percent above the consensus estimate.
Chief Executive Officer Michael Happe cited
“strong retail demand, low field inventory and record
committed dealer orders” as reasons for continued
optimism as the company moves into the seasonally
stronger second half of its fiscal year ending in
August. The Friess team bought Winnebago at less
than 11 times fiscal 2021 earnings estimates. The
consensus earnings estimate puts the company on
pace to grow earnings 178 percent in its fiscal year.

Editor’s Note: Founded in 1974, Friess Associates is a growthoriented investment manager driven by individual-company
research. Friess Associates conducts exhaustive research to
isolate companies with fundamental profiles that position them
for share price appreciation. This bottom-up, company-by-company
approach is put to work for institutions, corporations, high net
worth individuals and retail investors. Friess Associates offers
its growth-equity services through mutual funds that span the
market-cap spectrum. To learn more about the funds they manage,
visit www.friess.com.
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SMALLCAP INFORMER
570 Kirts Blvd., Ste. 237, Troy, MI 48084.
Monthly, 1 year, online $199, print $299.
Includes Updates and Alerts. Limited Special
Offer: 50% off regular price
www.SmallCapInformer.com.

Reiterates “Buy” for Skyworks Solutions
Doug Gerlach, editor, revisits a technology company
whose stock frequently falls victim to naysayers but
always sees its fundamentals overcome.
“Skyworks Solutions (Nasdaq: SWKS; dividend
currently yields 1.2%) is one of the longest-covered
stocks in the SmallCap Informer universe, dating
back to the November 2013 issue, with additional
recommendations made in October 2015 and August
2017. Since our original pick, the company has
returned more than 540% in price appreciation and
dividends. Both of our follow-on recommendations
have also been profitable.
Following the announcement of Skyworks’ second
quarter results – in which the company blew past
analysts’ expectations – the market sent shares from
$200 down to under $170 in just two weeks. Given
management’s outlook and prospects for Skyworks’
industry, this appears overdone.
In cases like these, paraphrasing Alfred, Lord
Tennyson, “Ours is not to reason why, ours is but to
buy on the dip.” With a total return potential that is
near the top of our list of currently-covered stocks,
we think Skyworks Solutions is a good candidate for
both new investments and adding to current holdings.
About the Company
Technology experts predict there will be 75 billion
connected devices operating worldwide by 2025, not
only smartphones and tablets but smart thermostats,
home security systems, vehicle components, and much
more. Skyworks is positioned to capitalize on emerging
5G and “Internet of Things” opportunities with its
analog semiconductors used in mobile and connected
electronic devices. Its products are used in a wide array of
applications within the automotive, broadband, cellular
infrastructure, connected home, industrial, medical,

military, smart-phone, tablet, and wearable markets.
Along with Apple products, its chips are used
in products made by Nokia, LG, Cisco, Microsoft,
Nintendo, Toyota, Google, GM, Siemens, Volkswagen,
Amazon, Samsung, Ford, Rockwell, and Mercedes, to
name a few. Increasing content demands have pushed
new 5G technology to the forefront, boosting interest
in Skyworks’ technologies.
Growth Analysis
Skyworks Solutions has met the need for faster,
more feature-laden, and more compact components
by delivering a lineup of chips that make up an
increasingly-large portion of the average smartphone
produced worldwide.
Since 2011, sales at Skyworks Solutions have grown at
an annualized 11.8%, with EPS growing at an annualized
21.6%. Growth slowed in fiscal 2019 and 2020, but
resumed an upward trajectory in 2021. By fiscal 2020,
revenues reached $3.4 billion, making the company one
of the largest covered in the SmallCap Informer.
In the second quarter, the company reported
revenues of $1.172 billion, up 53.0% compared to Q1
2020. GAAP EPS was $1.95, up 84.0% from $1.06 in
the year-ago quarter.
The company sees growth potential in many of
the markets it currently serves as well as in other
markets. These include smartphones, tablets, and
mobile office products; in the “Internet of Things”
such as wearables, the connected home, medical, and
broadband products; and in emerging applications
such as autonomous driving, factory robotics, virtual
reality, and artificial intelligence.
Skyworks recently acquired the Infrastructure &
Automotive business of Silicon Laboratories. This deal
is meant to accelerate Skyworks’ expansion in several
growth segments, including electric and hybrid vehicles,
industrial and motor control, power supply, 5G wireless
infrastructure, optical data communication, data center,
automotive, and smart home.
For the third quarter of 2021, management
anticipates revenues to be between $1.075 billion and
$1.125 billion with non-GAAP EPS of $2.13 at the
midpoint of the revenue range, representing revenue
growth of 49% and non-GAAP EPS growth of 70%,
compared to the third fiscal quarter of 2020.
Over the long-term, analysts see EPS growing at
16.9% annually. We see likely long-term revenue and
EPS growth of at least 16% annually.
Quality Analysis
Pre-tax profit margins at Skyworks contracted in
2019 and 2020, but rebounded in the first two quarters
of fiscal 2021 to levels not seen since 2018 and earlier.
Its margins and debt levels place Skyworks near
the top of the Semiconductors industry group. The
company recently announced a debt offering with the
proceeds to be applied towards its recent acquisition.
Valuation Analysis
Our selected high P/E ratio is 25.4, above the
current P/E of 23. Multiplying the P/E by expected
five-year EPS of $15.19 results in a future high price
of $386. On the downside, a low P/E of 13.4 times TTM
EPS of $7.23 delivers a future low of $97.
The maximum buy price is thus $169 and the
upside/downside ratio from the current price of $166
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is 3.2 to 1. With an average yield of 1.1%, the projected
total annual return for Skyworks Solutions from the
current price is 19.4%.

Editor’s Note: Small-Cap Informer newsletter presents
profiles of high-quality small-cap stocks with superior track
records – the kinds of companies that provide the best opportunities
for investors to meet (or even beat) the overall market over the
long term. To take advantage of the 50% off the regular online
subscription price – a limited time offer, call 1-877-334-2582 or
visit www.SmallCapInformer.com.

***************

GUIDING MAST INVESTMENTS
10 Forest Ave., Saratoga Springs, NY 12866.
Monthly, 1 year, $85.
www.GuidingMastInvestments.com

KKR & Co. should be on
your core financial holding list
Financial powerhouse KKR & Co. (KKR) has been
a favorite Guiding Mast Investments selection since
editor George Fisher’s July 2015 writeup as a Stock
of the Month. KKR is also known by its founders
Kohlberg, Kravis, Roberts and is a top three global
alternative asset manager.
KKR operates with three primary segments:
Private Markets (investment funds; 2020 AUM
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were $149 billion); Public Markets (leveraged loans,
high-yield bonds, mezzanine debt, special situation,
distressed assets, and rescue, debtor-in-possession
& exit financings; 2020 AUM were $103 billion); and
Capital Markets & Principal Activities (debt/equity
financing; 2020 AUM is minimal). As of the end of Dec
2020, total assets under management AUM were an
impressive $251.7 billion.
KKR projects to take in an additional $100 billion
in assets during 2021. The firm expects to reach its
goal by raising $40 to $50 billion in private equity,
$15 to $20 billion in infrastructure, $10 to $15 billion
in real estate and $20 to $25 billion in credit. KKR’s
growth will mainly be in its Private Markets segment.
KKR came public as a limited partnership in 2010.
Like many of its alternative asset manager peers,
the LP structure allowed for high distributions and
was accompanied by an annual K-1. However, in an
attempt to gain better investor coverage, including
inclusion in various market indexes, KKR change its
corporate structure to a C-Corp in 2018.
According to dividendchannel.com, since July 1,
2015 (5.8 years), with dividends reinvested, KKR has
generated a total annual return of 20.4% vs 14.9%
for the SPY. A $10,000 investment in KKR on that
day would be worth $29,500 today vs $22,500 for a
similar investment in SPY.
In their quarterly letter to shareholders, 1 Main
Capital offered the following intriguing review of
their position in KKR:
Asset management is an exceptionally good
business for those that can gather assets. Basically,
clients put up most of the capital and the managers
get to keep a nice chunk of the profits. KKR plays in
the secularly growing alternative space, focusing on
private equity, real estate, infrastructure, and private
credit, among other areas.
As a leader in its field, KKR benefits from two
durable trends: 1) More assets are being directed to
alternatives, due to their superior return profile and
lower reported volatility when compared to traditional
public credit and equities; 2) Leaders in alternative
asset management, like KKR, are taking market share
and getting a disproportionate amount of the inflows
into the space.
Given the above dynamics, KKR should be able to
grow its revenue and earnings at an attractive rate for
as far as the eye can see. My most recent financial KKR
model highlights the path to 4x growth in distributable
earnings per share and a $135+ stock by 2025.
While a bit aggressive with a $135 price target,
KKR should be able to at least generate 10% to 12%
annual total return over the next few years. At these
levels of returns, a price target of $80 seems a bit
more realistic and still represents a nice move from
its current price of $52. KKR is one of my favorite
long-term financial holdings and considered a core
sector position.”
Editor’s Note: Guiding Mast Investments, edited by
George Fisher, offers both a monthly newsletter and multi-part
financial and portfolio education training with the advantage
of personal communication. Topics include Assessing Personal
Risk, Asset Classification and Diversification, Equity Research,
Value Fundamentals, and Portfolio Implementation. For more
information visit www.GuidingMastInvestments.com.
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Conrad’s UTILITY INVESTOR
6841 Elm St., #1057, McLean, VA 22101.
Monthly, 1 year, $499.
www.ConradsUtilityInvestor.com.

Brookfield Renewable Partners:
Trading at attractive valuation
Roger Conrad: “Conservative Holding Brookfield
Renewable Partners and Aggressive Focus stock
Atlantica Yield (Nasdaq: AY) are trading at
positively attractive valuations. Even best in class
wind and solar company NextEra Energy NYSE:
NEE) is in buying territory.
For nearly eight years as a Conservative Holding,
Brookfield Renewable Partners (TSX: BEP-U,
NYSE: BEP) has reliably built cash flow from a
growing global portfolio of contracted hydro, wind
and solar assets. Dividends have increased nearly 60
percent since my initial recommendation and face few
hurdles to 5 to 8 percent annual growth.
For the first six years or so, our returns were steady
in the neighborhood of 10 percent a year. Then came
trillions of ESG (environment, social, governance)
dollars. And Brookfield partnership units and C-Corp
shares spun off last July have been off to the races,
reaching profit taking levels earlier this year.
Since then, partnership units (-25 percent from 52week high) and C-Corp shares (-37 percent) have been
caught up in the selling of renewable energy stocks.
Now they’re below my highest recommend entry point
of 40 and ripe for purchase by conservative investors.
Unlike the vast majority of companies passing
for “green” these days, Brookfield has a sustainable
business model that supports robust capital spending
for growth, a strong balance sheet and reliable dividend
increases. And opportunistic management has used its
rising share price coupled with access to the low cost
“green” bond market to accelerate expansion.
I highlight particulars of Brookfield’s Q1 in Utility
Report Card comments. But the key takeaway is
added wind and solar capacity over the past year
lifted underlying generation by 13.2 percent, and that
in turn increased normalized funds from operations
by 21.2 percent.

Micro/Small-Caps • Buy-Sell
Technical • Fundamental Market Timing

www.konlin.com

Puma Exploring Copper-Zinc Project
in New Brunswick, Canada

www.explorationpuma.com

Brookfield’s primary customers are governments,
regulated utilities and large corporations. That
means very little risk of default, which indeed proved
the case during the pandemic stress test. As for
growth, Q1 results clearly demonstrate continuing
ability to access capital on reasonable terms and
opportunities to invest.
In a momentum driven market like this, stock
prices frequently rise and fall well above and below
reasonable entry points. But patient investors will
find much to like buying and locking away either
Brookfield Partnership units or the C-Corp shares
traded under the symbol BEPC up to 40.
Both represent the same ownership and pay the
same dividend. The difference is BEPC does not
require filing a K-1 and lacks the tax advantages of
the BEP units. Invest to your preference.”
Editor’s Note: For more than 20 years, Conrad’s Utility
Investor has delivered high-quality analysis and rational
assessment of the best dividend-paying utilities, MLPs and
dividend-paying Canadian energy names. For more information
and a FREE sample issue of Conrad’s Utility Investor, visit www.
ConradsUtilityInvestor.com.

***************

SMART INVESTING Newsletter
Published by Wilsey Asset Management
10680 Treena St., Ste. 160, San Diego, CA 92131.

Value Stocks Outperform Growth Stocks
Wilsey on: Bitcoin, Copper, Dividends
Brent Wilsey, President, Wilsey Asset Management,
believes value stocks will continue to outperform
growth stocks is because he sees GDP growth
remaining robust.
According to research from RBC Capital, since
1979 the U.S. economy has grown an average of 2.5%
per quarter year over year. When GDP has been below
the average, growth investing has outperformed
and when GDP has been above the average, value
has outperformed. As of now, I see GDP doing well
through the end of next year.
Another interesting area to consider is earnings
growth. For the first time in about a decade, the
Russell 1000 Value index is expected to have higher
earnings growth over the next 12 months than the
Russell 1000 Growth index.
Value is expected to see growth of 28% compared
to 24% for growth. Be careful of those highflyers.
Here are a few excerpts from Wilsey’s Smart
Investing newsletter on share repurchase, dividends,
Bitcoin price and copper:
Share Repurchases
Through May 7 of this year, we saw the highest
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authorized share repurchases year to date going back
22 years. Keep in mind these are authorized share
repurchases and the investor needs to verify what
the real buybacks are for the companies they own.
Dividends
Dividends increased $20 billion in the first quarter
of 2021. This is the largest increase in the first quarter
since 2012. It appears that corporations are feeling more
comfortable with the current situation and are letting
go of some of the cash they were holding in reserves.
IRS Rules Bitcoin is an Asset
In a recent ruling the IRS has classified Bitcoin as
an asset not a currency. This is important because the
IRS can seize an asset for past due taxes but cannot
seize a currency. So, if it is not a currency then how
can it be the currency of the future?
Bitcoin Price
The outrageous price of Bitcoin has attracted
financial leverage that many of the Bitcoin bulls just
won’t understand. There’s another market of Bitcoin
that exists largely unregulated on exchanges. The
problem is these traders can use derivatives and
large amounts of leverage. They also don’t care what
direction Bitcoin goes as they can make money off of
the ups or the downs.
If you’re a big bull on Bitcoin I have to ask, what do
you understand on trading futures contracts known
as perpetual swaps?
Leverage on Bitcoin can be used as much as 125
times and it should also be noted that much of the
derivative trading occurs in Asia when people in the
US are asleep. I would once again caution all holders
of Bitcoin to be cautious as you are now playing with
the big boys and financial instruments that you
probably don’t have a clue how they work.
This is what nearly destroyed our financial market in
2008 when the government had to come in and help out.
There will be no government bailout for cryptocurrencies,
that is something I think we can all agree on.
Boom in Copper?
A boom in copper set to continue? The green energy
push is a major plus for the commodity as it has
various applications.
Electric vehicles contain as much as 180 pounds
of the metal which is four times higher than a gaspowered car. Onshore wind turbines occupy four times
the copper that fossil fuel powered power plants do,
and offshore wind turbines use even more. Green
power related demand was just 3% of copper usage
in 2020 and with this new green push, Goldman
estimates it could hit 16% by 2030.
A company like Freeport-McMoRan (FCX) could
be a major benefactor here, but with the stock price
over $40 it is now more than 360% higher than its

ALMANAC
INVESTOR

“Those who study market history
are bound to profit from it”

Seasonal Market Analysis, Stock & ETF Trading
Ideas, Tactical Seasonal Switching Strategy,
Free Stock Trader’s Almanac

www.stocktradersalmanac.com

52-week low of $8.60. I think there could be some
potential with this company long term, but I am
looking for a pullback first.

Editor’s Note: As one of San Diego’s leading investment
advisory firms, Wilsey Asset Management has built a reputation
for effective investment management and expert financial guidance
along with financial planning services nationwide. Over his 40+
years in the business, Wilsey has found value stocks provide the
best long-term return.
For a complimentary consultation, see the website,
www.wilseyassetmanagement.com.

****************

THE LANCZ LETTER
2400 N. Reynolds Rd., Toledo, OH 43615.
1 year, 15-17 issues, $295.
www.LanczGlobal.com.

The true inflation data
Alan Lancz: “It’s time to plan portfolios and your
retirement for inflation, higher taxes and eventually
another rise in interest rates. Many investors have
yet to recognize the seeds of inflation that are already
upon us.
Official government inflation numbers do not
include food or energy. In addition, government
economists consider homes an asset – not a good
or service to be consumed – so home prices are not
factored into inflation data.
Therefore, three of the key areas that are already
soaring in price, that directly affect all Americans, are
not even considered in the official inflation numbers.
The truth is grocery prices are at 7-year highs with
the CRB Foodstuff index up 15% this year alone,
while the prices of existing homes surged 17% last
month compared to a year ago, which was the fastest
pace ever recorded.
Investors not factoring in rising inflation into their
investment equations are making what will be a very
costly mistake.”
LanczGlobal continues to recommend Barrick
Gold (GOLD) and Newmont Corp. (NEM).
“Factoring in a rising inflationary environment
over the forseeable future, investors should be well
rewarded by investing in precious metals.”

The Bowser Report
Your Source for
Penny Stock Info
...there for the small investor since 1976

www.thebowserreport.com

Investment Models, Inc.
A Proven Buy/Sell Market Timing Service
— Impressive 40-Year Track Record —

Ranked “Top Ten Timer” by Timer Digest

www.investment-models.com
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GOLD:
The Next Crisis, The Great Inflation
This is an edited version of a
Special Report prepared by John
R. Ing. President and CEO, Maison
Placements Canada Inc. The full
version is available at The Bull &
Bear Financial Report.
Bull markets climb walls of
worries, defying today geopolitical
tensions, rising interest rates, record levels of debt and a worsening
third coronavirus wave. Stimulus
checks sent to consumers have
fueled US markets to climb to
record levels underpinned by the
Federal Reserve’s “magical money
tree (MMT).
Interest rates earlier had fallen
to 300-year lows but bounced
100 basis points recently on
expectations that the vaccine
rollouts and waves of central bank
fiscal stimulus would spark the
biggest economic boom in history.
The latest quarter was one of the
wildest in stock market history
with the Dow Jones smashing
through 34,000 as the US economy
rose 6.4 percent close to prepandemic levels. Although, the
world economy contracted 3.3
percent in the pandemic-hit 2020,
the global economy will grow by
7 percent in 2021 in a “Roaring
Twenties” redux. Investors are
ignoring the sky-high valuations,
instead celebrating the “sugar
high” of stimuli and the belief
that inflation is dead. Ironically
what lies ahead is a change in
inflationary psychology, as a
prelude to the Great Inflation.
Amid the fastest growth projections in 40 years, a dovish
Fed promised to keep rates close
to zero until at least 2024, despite the likelihood of inflation
overshooting the Fed’s long run
inflation target of 2 percent. The
Fed keeps stoking the inflationary fires, adding $3 trillion to
a balance sheet that topped $8
trillion, up from $150 billion in
2008. Meantime, the government
believes that they can keep spending with a budget deficit surging to
an all-time high of $1.7 trillion or
almost double the previous record.

And all manner of spending by
the Biden government of almost
25 percent of GDP, remakes big
government to reach every corner
of America. The United States
has become addicted to spending,
and debt. A trillion here, a trillion
there and pretty soon we will be
talking about real money.
America’s growing twin deficits, profligacy and reputation for
competence at home has undermined trust in the dollar as the
world’s reserve currency. With a
US budget deficit of 5 percent of
GDP, government spending of 15
percent of GDP and debts at 115
percent of GDP set to grow even
higher, America’s vulnerability
is exposed, particularly since the
country’s national debt stands at
$28 trillion up from $14 million
in 2011. COVID-19 relief has
required eight bills passed by Congress and in addition, Mr. Biden’s
tax and spend plan has forced the
Fed to increase QE to keep rates
from rising further. However, the
minting of new dollars helps fuel
the stock markets to record highs
but caused a reversal in bonds.
And while the US is awash in
cash and set to record the highest growth in four decades, the
current deficit is set to grow exponentially leading to a slippage
as a share of reserves, playing to
China’s strengths. Not surpris-

ingly, the global share of US dollar
exchange reserves dropped to 50
percent, a 25-year low, down from
80 percent in the Seventies. Today,
with so much dependent on the
Fed, financial markets have not
priced in higher rates or inflation.
What happens if they are wrong?
It has happened before.
A more immediate consequence
is that the US dollar faces a year
of volatility. The enormous twin
deficits undermine the dollar.
History shows that money supply
funds economic expansion but
also booms, bubbles and busts.
It is not so different this time. At
one time, at the beginning of the
First World War, Britain was the
wealthiest country in the world.
But Britain went into heavy debt to
fight two world wars and sterling,
once the world’s currency was
replaced by the US dollar. Today, the
United States has racked up record
amounts of debt and like Britain
before will discover that having a
reserve currency is not forever. The
dollar’s trust deficit grows. It isn’t a
question if government is going to
run out of people’s money, but when.

Gold Will Top $2,200
Because for decades the financing of America’s large and
growing deficits has resulted in
too many dollars being printed.
Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page
The dollar is a commodity and
with too many printed, the dollar must fall further. That will be
inflationary. The only thing that
underpins the dollar is a belief
that US finances are credible. It is
being tested today. There will be
an adjustment. For that reason,
we continue to believe gold will
top $2,200 an ounce.
Still, gold had its worst quarter falling 10 percent as interest
rates spiked, denting or negating
gold’s appeal as a safe haven.
However, while gold drifted below $1,700 an ounce, it has since
recovered to the $1900 level after
reaching $2,000 last August as
its store of value characteristics
hold appeal for both countries
and investors.
Gold is a unique asset. It is
not represented by someone
else’s liability. Unlike paper or
even crypto currency, it cannot
be created by a “click”. It can
only be found by expensive mining methods. It is fungible like
currency, and real, like property.
It is a traditional store of value,
particularly when everything else
is so risky. Today, the acceptance
of fiat money, like the greenback

(currency not backed by an asset) rests on the faith and full
credit of the United States. Today,
we believe that credit is being
questioned. Central banks led by
China and Russia continue to buy
gold. Gold is an alternative to the
dollar. Like the United States,
Germany, Italy and France retain
the world’s largest gold reserves.
Each has too many dollars they do
not want and since the US has a
serious problem with its deficits,
debts and overvalued dollar, gold
is a good thing to have.

Gold Will Protect Us
Against the Great Inflation
In short, Beijing has no ideological aversion to keep dollars
– it has too many dollars. China
has become now the fifth largest
holder of gold and does not have
enough gold. China has been a
steady buyer notwithstanding
that it is also the world’s largest
producer in the world. And as the
largest consumer in the world,
China must import gold to satisfy
demand. In the years ahead we see
that changing. Both the dollar and
gold are telling us that a perilous
adjustment lies ahead – gold as
an inflation hedge will protect us
against the Great Inflation. Gold’s

Argonaut Gold
Creating Value Beyond Gold
2 Operating Mines • 3 Advanced Exploration Projects

www.argonautgold.com

valuation is undervalued in an
overvalued world.

Gold Stocks Attractive
Gold stocks continue to be
attractive. That explains why,
Fortuna Silver, a silver producer
has made an all-stock bid of almost $900 million for Roxgold, an
African producer. The premium
bid takes the Latin American producer into West Africa providing
exposure to gold. Aspiring producers are diversifying geographically
and commodity-wise in order to
attract institutional interest. The
consolidation continues with the
majors unveiling “tuck-in” acquisitions like Newmont’s bid for GT
Gold in British Columbia. Gold
miners are making tons of money,
returning free cash flow to shareholders via share buybacks and
healthy dividends. With near record cash flows, the producers are
seeking to boost output through
acquisitions as part of an effort to
increase depleting reserves. Last
year, the majority of the industry
did not replace reserves and with
so many open pits approaching
end of life, the game of musical
chairs is expected to continue as
miners bulk up for scale. Moreover, reserves in the ground are
Continued on page 14

Building one
of the world’s
largest and lowest
cost gold mines
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Continued from page 13
undervalued which will result in
unusual combinations like the
Fortuna/Roxgold merger.
We continue to like the majors
like Barrick, Agnico Eagle
a n d B2Gold. We believe the
exploration and developers are
the “sweet spot” in the market.
Prices of in-situ reserves remain
low by historic standards. We like
developers such as McEwen Gold
(MUX) which released an updated
feasibility study on Gold Bar in
Nevada. Potential players in the
M&A game of musical chairs include Eldorado, Kirkland, and
Lundin Gold. As for exploration
plays, Skeena, K92 and Aurania
are interesting bets.
• Barrick Gold Corp. (ABX)
– Barrick’s $750 million return of
capital and abundant cash flow
this year ensures a minimum
return limiting its downside.
The upside? Barrick’s vast array
of Tier I and Tier II assets are
expected to produce dividends,
from resurrected Bulyanhulu in
Tanzania, to Nevada Gold Mines,
to an overdue return from copper
based Lumwana and Zaldivar.
Production is also expected to begin
at Porgera in Papua New Guinea
following a new agreement with
the government. Barrick produced
1.1 billion in consolidated cash
flow. We like Barrick for its array
of quality assets in Nevada, Africa
and South America, together with
over 90 million of in-situ gold
reserves. Buy.
• B2Gold Corp. (BTO) – The
low-cost producer will produce
nearly one million ounces this
year, generating free cash flow of
$114 million in the latest quarter
at AISC of only $900 an ounce.
Flagship Fekola in Mali continues
to perform well and remains
untouched by local hostilities.
B2Gold pays 25 percent income

tax plus an 8 percent royalty to the
Mali government, which also holds
a 20 percent ownership stake.
Fekola’s new exploration and pit
expansion with increased reserves
ensures B2Gold will remain on
track as one of the fastest gold
players with above average growth
potential. However, 50 percent
owned Joint Venture Gramalote
go-ahead decision was delayed
because B2Gold’s is reworking the
feasibility study to be completed
next year. In the interim, B2Gold
is net debt-free and one of the
lowest cost producers. Buy.
• Centerra Gold Inc. (CG)
– Centerra guided between 740,000820,000 ounces of gold from Kumtor,
Oksut and open pit Mount Milligan.
Copper output is expected to top 80
million pounds. Kumtor’s Kyrgyz
Republic mine life was extended
five years and is a cash cow, adding
to Centerra’s strong balance sheet.
However, despite a protracted
agreement with the government,
the Kyrgyzstan parliament passed
a law to takeover Kumtor, raising
the stakes of the long running battle
over ownership. Over the near
term, the raised stakes will create
uncertainty and since Kumtor represents half of Centerra’s valuation,
the shares will be dead money. The

Kyrgyz Republic currently owns 27
percent of Centerra and we question
why governments like to kill their
golden geese.
• Eldorado Gold Corp. (ELD)
– The mid-tier producer had a
decent quarter producing 112,000
ounces from its Lamaque base
helping Eldorado meet guidance
of 430,000 – 460,000 ounces. At
yearend the decline linking the
Sigma mill and the Triangle deposit will be complete boosting
Lamaque’s output allowing access to the 800,000 maiden ounce
resource. Eldorado closed the
purchase of nearby QMX, which
increases Eldorado’s overall land
position. At Kisladag in Turkey
the addition of two CIC trains
will help boost output. However,
there was little additional news
after the long-awaited Kassandra
Mines Agreement with the Greek
government that could potentially
unblock development at Skouries
gold/copper project, a company
builder. At quarter end, Eldorado
had $533 million on hand. We like
the shares for the hidden value of
Kassandra.
• IAMGold Corp. (IMG) –
The miner produced 156,000
ounces in the quarter at a cash
Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page
cost of $1,000 an ounce. Overall reserves declined without
Westwood, offset in part by Côté
Lake. IAMGold is a high cost
producer at $1,200 an ounce due
to Rosebel in Suriname and Westwood. Essakane in Burkina Faso
is maturing so IAMGold’s future
is dependant upon the successful
commission of Côté Lake which is
only 18 percent complete. IAMGold
has spent $90 million on Côté, so
cash flow was negative. IAMGold
also hedged 15 to 20 percent of
their production. We remain skeptical about Côté Lake and thus
we would avoid IAMGold. Sell.
• Kirkland Lake Gold (KL) –
High grade Fosterville in Australia
continues to surprise and contribute. Macassa was steady as well as
Detour Lake where recent exploration results were viewed positively.
Kirkland Lake has boosted its exploration budget to almost $200
million with $90 million allocated
to Fosterville, which is running
out of reserves. Kirkland Lake has
conducted a 200,000-metre exploration program that will update the
new production plan that shows
the Saddle Zone linking the West
and Main pit. Kirkland produced
302,000 ounces at a AISC of $846
an ounce with free cash flow of $43
million. Kirkland’s shares continue
to be richly valued so we see merit
in them continuing to be an acquisitor, using their paper as currency.
• Lundin Gold Inc. (LUG)
– The largest and highest-grade
deposit in the world continues to
perform well with the company
processing ore at and sometimes
above design capacity. The recent election of Guillermo Lasso
was viewed positively as he is
expected to continue pro-mining
development policies as well as
reform the environment. Fruta
del Norte (FDN) in southwest

Ecuador will undergo a modest
$19 million expansion to increase
mine and mill production from 3.5
ktpd to 4.2 ktpd which will boost
gold production to 4.8 million
ounces in 14 years. We like the
shares here.
• Newmont Corporation
(NGT) – The world’s largest gold
producer produced 1.5 million
ounces in the first quarter at AISC
of $900 an ounce, generating free
cash flow of $442 million. Newmont has about $5.5 billion of cash
and almost $9 billion of liquidity.
With reserves at 94 million ounces,
Newmont acquired GT Gold for
the Tatogga project in the Golden
Triangle District near 50 percent
owned Galore Creek in Northern
B.C. Logistics and an agreement
with the indigenous group makes
this deal a long-term project. Newmont’s near-term outlook is flat
with production of 6 million ounces
a year. We prefer Barrick here for its
superior near term outlook.
• Yamana Gold Inc. (YRI) –
Yamana is a high-cost producer,
although aided by by-product
credits produced 200,000 ounces
in the first quarter with contributions from Canadian Malartic
and Jacobina. Reserves were flat
at 13.8 million ounces. Yamana’s
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dilemma are its maturing mines
like El Penon are not enough to
pay down Canadian Malartic joint
venture debt. Canadian Malartic,
however produced almost 90,000
ounces due to better grades as it
gets closer to the bottom of the
Malartic pit, and the transition
to underground with Odyssey
will boost production in 2023.
Consequently, there is little on
the horizon to get excited about.
We prefer B2Gold here.
Editor’s Note: This is an edited version
of a research report was prepared by John
Ing, President and CEO Maison Placements
Canada, a Toronto-based investment dealer.
As a leading independent investment bank
the firm has arranged private placements,
equity underwritings, rights issues and
advised on asset purchases. To read the
entire report, Gold: The Next Crisis, The
Great Inflation, Click Here.
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Diversify between growth
and value stocks
Donald Pearson: “Our position with all accounts is to
best diversify between growth and value investments
and utilize both individual stocks and ETFs. Stocks
featured in the current issue of the Pearson Investment
Letter are Apple for value and growth, Advanced
Micro for growth, Bristol Myers for value, and AT&T
for income and value with their 7% yield.
Also featured are two ETFs I believe will be
ongoing successes. One is featuring water as their
industry and the other features solar. First Water
(FIW) derives a substantial portion of their revenues
from the potable water and the wastewater industry.
Invesco Solar (TAN) maintains, and calculates the
index, which is designed to track the global solar
energy equity sector.
Apple Inc. (Nasdaq: AAPL; Institutional
Holdings: 58%) designs, manufactures and markets
mobile communication and media devices, personal
computers and portable digital music players.
The Company sells a range of related software,
services, accessories, networking solutions, and thirdparty digital content and applications.
The Company’s segments include the Americas,
Europe, Greater China, Japan and Rest of Asia
Pacific.
Its products and services include iPhone, iPad,
Mac, iPod, Apple Watch, Apple TV, a portfolio of
consumer and professional software applications,
iPhone OS (iOS), OS X and watchOS operating
systems, iCloud, Apple Pay and a range of accessory,
service and support offerings.
Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. (Nasdaq: AMD;
Institutional Holdings: 75%) is a global semiconductor
company. The Company is engaged in offering
x86 microprocessors, as standalone devices or as
incorporated into an accelerated processing unit
(APU), chipsets, discrete graphics processing units
(GPUs) and professional graphics, and server and
embedded processors and semi-custom System-onChip (SoC) products and technology for game consoles.
The Company’s segments include the Computing
and Graphics segment, and the Enterprise, Embedded
and Semi-Custom segment.
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company (NYSE: BMY;
Institutional Holdings: 74%) is engaged in the
discovery, development, licensing, manufacturing,
COPPER ZINC GOLD SILVER PROPERTY
in Flin Flon/Creighton Camp, Canada.
Recent TDEM, Mag, Gravity airborne surveys
plus MMI anomalies.
Drill Ready. Gov’t drilling incentives.

gdeexploration@gmail.com

marketing, distribution and sale of biopharmaceutical
products.
It offers products for a range of therapeutic
classes, which include virology, including human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection; oncology;
immunoscience, and cardiovascular. Its products
are sold to wholesalers, retail pharmacies, hospitals,
government entities and the medical profession
across the world. Its subsidiaries are Celgene Corp
and MyoKardia, Inc.
AT&T Inc. (Nasdaq: T; Institutional Holdings:
51%) is a holding company. The Company is
a provider of telecommunications, media and
technology services globally. The Company operates
through four segments: Communication segment,
WarnerMedia segment, Latin America segment and
Xandr segment.”

Editor’s Note: Pearson Capital, Inc. works individually with
clients to design fully diversified and customized investment
portfolios while seeking attractive, long-term returns. The firm’s
portfolio management approach is similar to Warren Buffett’s,
Peter Lynch’s, and John Templeton’s investment philosophy. To
learn more about the services that Pearson Capital, Inc offers,
visit www.pearsoncapitalinc.com.

****************
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ConocoPhillips:
Most promising reserves in NA
Elliott Gue and Roger Conrad added ConocoPhillips (NYSE: COP) to the Portfolio when it
acquired smaller exploration and production company
Concho Resources. And the combined oil and gas producer is already seeing benefits from that purchase,
settling out hedge positions while positioning to
develop its newly added lands in the Permian Basin
of West Texas.
Conoco’s Q1 earnings per share excluding items
surged by 53 percent from year ago levels, as stronger
selling prices more than offset some negative impacts
on production including from Winter Storm Uri. The
company also generated $900 million in free cash flow
after $1.2 billion of CAPEX, enabling it to resume
plans to repurchase $1.5 billion in shares.
Looking ahead, Conoco is prioritizing using free
cash flow to strengthen its balance sheet, with
management laying out a goal of cutting debt by

Precious Metals
Trends, Gold,
Silver, Uranium,
Oil & Gas

TheResourceInvestor.com
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$5 billion over the next five years. To that end, it’s
also announced plans to sell its 10 percent stake in
Canadian oil sands producer Cenovus Energy (TSX:
CVE, NYSE: CVE).
That’s a conservative strategy we believe will be
executed ahead of schedule. And in the meantime,
this company has some of most promising reserves
in North America. Buy on dips to 53 or lower.”
Editor’s Note: …is your complete guide to the energy sector.
From growth stocks to royalty trusts, master limited partnerships
and other income-oriented fare.

***************

MARKET FOCUS
Published weekly by Value Line Research
551 Fifth Ave., FL 3, New York, NY 10176.
www.ValueLine.com.

McDonald’s: Respectable dividend,
safety, price stability, financial strength
On several occasions in Market Focus, Richard
Gallagher, Associate Director, Value Line Research,
has encouraged investors to take a look at McDonalds
(MCD).
“The Illinois-headquartered corporation operates
or franchises more than 39,000 fast-food restaurants
in the United States, Canada, and overseas. It
employs approximately 200,000 individuals and
has a market capitalization around $175 billion.
McDonald’s has been a component of the Dow Jones
Industrial Average since 1985.
The fast-food giant released better-than-expected
first-quarter financials.

Revenues rebounded 9% year over year, to $5.125
billion (up 5% on a constant currency basis), which
came in just above of our $5.1 billion estimate.
Systemwide sales (including receipts at both
company-owned and franchised outlets) advanced
12% (8%) and comparable-stores sales rose 7.5%,
reflecting growth in all geographic regions. The
United States, where there were fewer COVIDrelated operating restrictions than in the restaurant
chain’s other geographic divisions, was the top
performer. The U.S. performance was bolstered by
digital platforms, delivery networks, and a vast
network of drive throughs.
Marketing initiatives also helped. Adjusted
earnings of $1.92 a share topped $1.80 forecast
and was 31% higher than the previous-year’s tally.
McDonald’s was able to leverage higher sales and a
greater average check to increase margins. The topand bottom-line momentum should continue in the
months ahead. The United States business will likely
continue to lead the way thanks to the company’s
strong delivery, drive-through, and digital capabilities
even as more normal consumer spending patterns
begin to emerge. Accordingly, we target revenues of
$22.25 billion and share net of $8.55 for 2021.
As for the neutrally ranked equity, it holds some
appeal. While total return potential to 2024-2026
is limited at the recent quotation, the stock offers a
respectable dividend yield and well-defined prospects for
regular growth in the payout. McDonald’s also has high
marks for Safety, Price Stability, and Financial Strength.
Consequently, conservative investors who like to count
on some income may want to consider these shares.”

Enjoy your copy of The Stock Warrant Handbook as a gift for
signing up to Common Stock Warrants free subscriber email list!
The Stock Warrant Handbook will serve as your personal guide to trading stock warrants. The handbook provides
easy to read explanations of stock warrants and why you should consider adding stock warrants to your portfolio.

What is a warrant? • A warrant on what?
How to trade? • Leverage
Private placements vs trading warrants
United States and Canadian investors
Market timing • Brokerage firms
Hedging with stock warrants
Common Stock Warrants, edited by Dudley Pierce Baker,
provides an exclusive database of all stock-warrants trading
in the U.S. and Canada. To receive your copy of
The Stock Warrant Handbook, sign up at:

www.CommonStockWarrants.com
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A lot to like at LAM
Since we first recommended Lam Research (LRCX;
$638) in August 2014, the shares have jumped more
than 780%, equating to an annualized return of 39%.
Among our current recommendations, only Apple
(AAPL; $127) has managed a higher raw return for
us, and it had a four-year head start.
Over the last year, Lam grew sales 38%, operating
cash flow 35%, and per-share profits 62%, powering
a total return of 144%. Sales and profits climbed
aggressively despite the pandemic, as most
semiconductor makers tried to keep producing or
retooling rather than shutting down.
After its aggressive gains, Lam shares trade at
27 times trailing earnings and 20 times expected
earnings in fiscal 2022 ending June, well above
historical norms and good for a Quadrix® Value score
of 29. Some subscribers have suggested bailing on
Lam. But while the shares are far from cheap and last
year’s growth will not repeat, we continue to rate the
stock a Focus List Buy and a Long-Term Buy. Here
are five reasons why:
The Bullish Case
1) Valuation. The picture isn’t as gloomy as it first
appears. The semiconductor-equipment industry in
general has grown pricier over the last year, and Lam
commands price/ earnings ratios roughly in line with
the industry norm – despite its market leadership
and clear growth path. Lam’s PEG (price/earningsto-growth) ratio of 0.8 is 42% below the industry
median, reflecting superior growth potential relative
to valuation.
2) Industry trends. Global sales of semiconductor
equipment jumped 19% in 2020, paced by 39% growth
in China, according to the industry association SEMI.
The industry’s multiyear growth cycle will end
sometime, but Standard & Poor’s projects industry
sales growth of 15% to 20% this year and another
10% in 2022, reflecting a business climate capable
of supporting impressive operating momentum for
Lam, an unusually efficient operator.
3) Profit targets. The consensus calls for sales
growth of 44% and profit growth of 59% in the June
quarter, followed by gains of 15% in sales and 20%
in profits for fiscal 2022. Given Lam’s long history of
growing faster than its industry, current projections
seem conservative.

Weiss Educational Services
Preserve Your Wealth with Mike Burnick!

30-Minute Guide to Growing
and Preserving Your Wealth

www.weisseducation.com

4) Fatter margins. In the 12 months ended
March, Lam posted an operating profit margin of
31.8%, up from 29.1% a year ago and 22.9% five
years ago. The consensus projects profit margins and
returns on assets and equity will continue to rise.
5) Market position. Lam’s latest etching and
deposition systems (launched in 2020) continue to
gain share, and an industrywide move toward more
complex NAND (flash memory that retains data after
the power shuts off) favors Lam.
Giving Back
Lam boosted its dividend 13% last year and
34% annually over the last five years; the shares
yield 0.8%. The company has also repurchased
its shares aggressively despite the price gains,
reducing the share count 2% over the last year
and 20% over the last three years. Given Lam’s
robust cash flow, we expect buybacks and dividend
growth to continue.”
Editor’s Note: Dow Theory Forecasts newsletter has a focus on
large cap stocks. Weekly stock recommendations and analysis is
geared toward the individual investor looking for actionable stock
market advice in a “just-the-facts” approach.

***************
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Lumina Gold: We’re getting back in
Last Summer, editor, Chris Temple recommended selling Lumina Gold – which sports one of the
largest development-ready gold/copper projects on
the planet, Cangrejos – near its (and gold’s) peak.
“It’s time to get back in,” says Temple. He added
Lumina Gold (TSX.V: LUM; OTCQX: LMGDF) back
to his roster of Growth-oriented stocks as a BUY.
“The main points are as follows (besides the share
price being about a third below LUM’s high of last
summer):
1. Ecuador is ascendant again with a new, probusiness president (you’ll be reading more on this
theme specifically shortly!) If anything, it’s downright
attractive, given issues now in Peru and Chile.
2. On May 31, 2021, Dundee Precious Metals
announced that it was buying the roughly 3/4 of
Ecuador-focused INV Metals it doesn’t already own,
at an impressive premium that values INV at about
0.4X its NPV (Net Present Value) at the Loma Larga
gold project.
By comparison, LUM’s current market cap
values its Cangrejos at more like 0.2X is last NPV
(which would be more like 0.1X at today’s gold and
copper prices.
This is a MAJOR vote of confidence in the
country and its direction by Dundee, in going all-in
on a company that has pretty much been THE target
in recent years of anti-mining forces.
3. The key reason (apart from the overall decline in
gold equities from last summer and their still being
laggards generally even as the gold price itself has
perked up) for Lumina’s weakness has simply been
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a lack of news. Ross Beaty has made no secret of the
fact that Cangrejos is also for sale; yet the various
restrictions on travel, etc. in Ecuador since early
last year have hindered that process. So little has
happened for a while.
But Cangrejos hasn’t gone anywhere.
One of two things is likely to happen over the
balance of 2021:
• Cangrejos is sold (and – if anything close to INV’s
valuation – that would suggest a double or better
from here for LUM.)
The company will announce that it is raising a good
slug of dough to further de-risk and possibly expand
the project and its gold/copper resources.
Either way – wise as we were back when to get
out – I think we’re wise now to get back in.
****************
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Lifeline program makes KonaTel
a unique investment opportunity
Thomas Rice’s recent Company of the Month is
KonaTel (KTEL) a provider of cellular products
and services to individual and business customers
in various retail and wholesale markets in the U.S.
lts telecommunications services include mobile
voice/text/data service supported by national U.S.
mobile networks, mobile numbers, SMS/MMS
services, loT mobile data service, and a range of
hosted cloud services. KonaTel’s subsidiary, Apeiron
Systems, is a global cloud communications service
provider employing a dynamic “as a service” (CPaaS/
UCaaS/CCaaS/PaaS) platform. lts other subsidiary,
lnfiniti Mobile, is an FCC authorized wireless Lifeline
carrier with an FCC approved wireless Lifeline
Compliance Plan, authorized to provide governmentsubsidized cellular service to low-income Americans
impacted by COVID.
Income Breakdown
KonaTel revenue grew to $9.5 million in 2020,
up 2% from 2019. The uptick was due to increasing
work-from-home usage trends and strong organic
growth in its Hosted Services business. Revenue
growth has plateaued slightly since it has not made
an acquisition in three years, but has recently picked
up. Quarterly revenue grew 36% year-over-year to
$2.6 million, its highest growth rate in years. Gross
profit also increased alongside revenue, growing as
much as 23% in 2020.

Making money in the market is not hard
with the right tools and education.

941-747-5858
Visit us at...

www.bestchoicesoftware.com

{Ed. Note: KonaTel reported first quarter ended March 31,
2021, revenues increased 22% to 2.4 million compared to $2.0,
reflecting a 32% increase in Hosted Services revenues and a 14%
increase in Mobile Services revenues compared to the first quarter
last year. Gross profit of $911,000, up 19% compared to Q1 2020.}

Thomas Rice expects bottom line results to improve
as long as revenue outlook remains positive.
Outlook and Risks
The main catalyst moving forward is more capital
allocation to the Lifeline program. lf the Biden
Administration follows through on its pledge of $3
billion, revenue would soar due to the company’s high
number of customers. This could potentially result in
record revenue growth, but it would take time to see
the increase show up in financial reports. Although
it may seem dependent on the upcoming Senate
race, the FCC can always change the program or
allocation itself down the road. Therefore, we are not
anticipating any external political obstacles.
One of the undeniable risks associated with
investing in KTEL is the surge in share price. While
this is common for uplisting stocks due to higher
awareness, we do not recommend overpaying for
shares. The ideal entry point for the stock is under
$0.50, but the stock could easily trade over $1 if the
Lifeline program grows as expected. Subscribers
should consider smaller position sizes with OTCQB
recommendations, or at least wait until the company
applies for a listing on a larger exchange like the
Nasdaq.
KonaTel received a lower Bowser Rating due
to its current assets-to-liabilities ratio and lower
book value. That means that in order for investors
to stick around, the company needs to maintain
growth and expand further. We have confidence in
the management team, but we also expect volatility
with any surprise in quarterly sales figures.
Conclusion
KonaTel is starting to get discovered by penny
stock investors worldwide. While the surge in share
price does add risk, there is plenty of reward left
according to the company’s most recent quarterly
results. The story is changing and both revenue and
profits are growing. We expect that the proposed
expansion of the Lifeline program alone makes it
a unique investment opportunity. Moving forward,
keep an eye out for new headlines regarding the
program, an application for uplisting or more growth
via acquisition.”
Editor’s Note: This is an edited version of the Company of the
Month: KonaTel Inc., featured in The Bowser Report newsleter.
The Bowser Report specializes in researching, recommending
and following up on profitable, growing companies that
trade for $3 or less per share. For more information visit
www.TheBowserReport.com.
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THE BUYBACK LETTER
1505 4th St., Ste 203, Santa Monica, CA 90401.
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www.buybackletter.com. 310-459-9196.

Buyback stocks
David Fried is the editor and publisher of The
Buyback Letter, the only investment newsletter
devoted to finding opportunities among companies that
repurchase their own stock. His asset management
firm – Fried Asset Management, Inc. – offers separate
investor advisory and money management services
which use the “Buyback Strategy” principles.
The Standard Edition is a full-service monthly
newsletter for investors who like more explanation
and information. The newsletter includes buy, sell
and hold instructions, a featured article, a choice of
six model portfolios with a range of risk and activity
each month, news briefs, charts and weekly hotlines
– everything you need to know about investing in
companies that repurchase their own shares.
The Buyback Letter Premium Edition is a focused,
high-octane strategy for experienced investors only,
with a single 5-stock portfolio that changes each
month. It is designed to take advantage of the hottest
buyback stocks available. Subscribers get a monthly
e-mail hotline with buy, sell and hold instructions,
and access to charts tracking portfolio value.
***************
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Microsoft can grow
earnings 14% per year
Doug Gerlach: “Before CEO Satya Nadella joined Microsoft Corporation (Nasdaq: MSFT) in 2014, the
firm that led the personal computer revolution had
moved from a growth to income stock. By adopting a
“mobile first, cloud first” strategy, Nadella redirected
the company to become a leader for cloud computing,
transformed Windows and Office into services, launched
new Xbox and Surface devices, and extended its mobile presence with iOS and Android applications. This
strategy reconnected Microsoft with its growth stock
past as the giant now exceeds $1.8 trillion in market
capitalization.
The firm organizes itself into three segments.
Productivity and Business Processes, 32% of Fiscal
2021 year-to-date sales, includes the ubiquitous Office
software suite that includes Word, Excel, and PowerPoint
combined with Microsoft Teams (collaboration), Outlook
(email), OneDrive (storage), and the Dynamics set of
business solutions for Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) and Customer Relationship Management
(CRM). Office received a substantial boost from the
COVID-19 pandemic when businesses and consumers
found themselves needing collaboration tools to support
sheltering at home. This segment also includes the

LinkedIn network of over 750 million professionals
worldwide. Productivity and Business Processes
grew 15%, in the fiscal third quarter, led by Office
365 Commercial growth of 22%, LinkedIn 25%, and
Dynamics 45%. This segment should continue to grow
at a double-digit rate as businesses continue to migrate
their in-house installed software tools to the cloud.
Intelligent Cloud, 35% of sales, consists of server
and cloud products that support businesses building inhouse, outsourced, or hybrid computing environments.
These include the anchor server product, Azure, SQL
Server for storing data, Visual Studio for application
and website development, and GitHub for computing
project collaboration. The segment also provides
consulting services to businesses of all sizes around
these products. The segment grew 23% in the fiscal
third quarter, led by a 50% jump for Azure. Intelligent
Cloud will likely continue to be the firm’s fastest
growing segment as businesses continue to move their
applications and processes to the cloud.
Lastly, More Personal Computing, 33% of sales,
includes the Windows operating system, Surface
laptops, Xbox gaming, and Bing Search engine. The
segment grew 19% in the third fiscal quarter, led by
a 34% advance for the new Xbox gaming consoles
and further growth in Xbox Game Pass, Microsoft’s
$15/month subscription service that passed the 15
million-user mark.
Microsoft is expected to generate fiscal year 2021
revenue of $166 billion. On this huge base of revenue,
one might expect limited opportunities for future
growth, but the firm’s strategy has placed it in the
center of user’s computing needs.
Canalys, a technology research firm, reports that
calendar year 2020 worldwide cloud infrastructure
services grew 33% to $142 billion, with Amazon Web
Services the market share leader at 31%, Microsoft
Azure 20%, and Google Cloud 7%. Impressively, Microsoft has gained six percentage points of market
share since 2017. The pandemic likely accelerated
businesses movement to the cloud, but the overall market for cloud infrastructure services is still expected
to grow in the mid-teens yearly.
The suite of Commercial Cloud collaborative products,
sold on a recurring subscription basis, should support
continued rapid growth. Microsoft Teams enjoyed a
substantial uptick due to the COVID-19 pandemic and
is now used by 115 million people daily. SharePoint, a
version of PowerPoint for the web, is used daily by 200
million. Microsoft is working hard to augment these
products with new capabilities, and there is significant
opportunity to further integrate third-party offerings to
supplement this collaborative platform.
With the ubiquitous Xbox, Microsoft continues
to stake out a claim in the huge worldwide gaming
market by adding new titles, both organically and
through acquisitions, while promoting its highmargin Xbox Game Pass subscription service.
In addition to the difficulty of growing such a large
revenue base, Microsoft could find itself in the middle
of anti-trust and regulatory actions as worldwide
governments seek to break up tech behemoths,
accusing them of using their computing networks
to lock in customers. The company endured this
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type of attack years ago when the U.S. government
investigated the bunding of Windows with the Internet
Explorer web browser, thwarting competition with
Netscape. The suit dragged on for years and distracted
management from vigorously pursuing a mobile
version of Windows. However, today Microsoft is rarely
mentioned as a target due to its diversification and lack
of dominance within any particular segment.
Analysts are projecting Microsoft can grow earnings
16% per year. We project a more conservative 14%.
Five years of this growth and an average high P/E
of 33 could generate a stock price as high as 466. We
use a low price of 172, the product of projected Fiscal
Year 2021 EPS of $7.79 and the average low P/E of
22.1. The upside/downside ratio is 3.4 to 1. Microsoft
generates substantial free cash flow that it utilizes to
pay dividends and buy back shares.
Editor’s Note: The Investor Advisory Service (IAS) was named
to the Hulbert Investment Newsletter Honor Roll for the eleventh
consecutive year. IAS has outperformed the market over the last
10- and 20-year periods, making it the best stock newsletter for
consistent long-term stock market performance.
Each issue of Investor Advisory Service features three indepth profiles of recommended companies each month, updates
on previous recommendations, timely economic commentary, and
more. Get a 35% discount on the subscription price. For details,
visit www.Investmentadvisoryservice.com.

***************
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Herc Rentals: Building towards the future
Thomas Bishop recently profiled Herc Rentals
(NYSE: HRI), a leading equipment rental supplier
with 282 locations in North America (39 states and
5 Canadian provinces), and has approximately 4,800
employees.
Herc’s BI Rank is an impressive 10.7 and its 3-5
year annual growth rate is estimated at 31.5% (per 9
analysts), not to mention that EPS growth this year
is forecasted at 43% and next year at 28%.
The Company rents all sort of different boom/crane
equipment, all kinds of fork lifts and other material
handling equipment, scissor platforms, any kind of
earth moving equipment, paving equipment, pumps, all
manner of trucks and trailers, tools, generators ... even
equipment like grips and lighting for making movies. TV
shows, commercials or even videos. And one intriguing
area that is getting a lot of play (you might say way too
much lately thanks in part to global warming) is the
renting of its equipment for disaster recovery be it a
flood, hurricane, tornado, fire, earthquake or whatever.
The Company also does some business with the energy
industry, be it oil and gas exploration/production
(deemphasized), pipeline, refinery or clean energy
building wind or solar farms. It all takes equipment.
And of course it’s not just the equipment itself
but also transporting it to the site, power solutions,
on-site services and customized advice, parts and
supplies, and of course maintenance.
Contractors are naturally the biggest source of
revenues, including residential and non-residential

accounting for 33%. Industrial is next accounting for
30% of revenue. This includes equipment for refineries
and petrochemical operations, automotive, aerospace,
power, mining, agriculture, paper, food, beverage
industries, etc. And of course infrastructure (a focus
of Biden) and government customers are another big
source of revenue at 18%, with all other accounting
for the remaining 19%. This is where the movies,
entertainment and special events like golf tournaments
fit in, to name just a few, about 5-6% of revenue.
The equipment is typically new at the time of
purchase and the average age of the equipment fleet
is generally in the 40 to 50 month range, currently 46
months. At a certain point, of course, the Company
sells off its older equipment. In Q4 the average age
of equipment sold was 85 months and they got about
36% of the original cost for it. This is a relatively
minor but steady source of revenue and income.
Capex for new equipment in 2021 is expected to be
$400 - $450 million. In all the Company has about
$3.6 billion of equipment in the fleet ready to go.
The Company reported financial results for the
quarter ended March 31, 2021. Equipment rental
revenue was $400.4 million and total revenues were
$453.8 million in the first quarter of 2021, compared
to $386.5 million and $436.2 million, respectively, for
the same period last year. The Company reported net
income of $32.9 million, or $1.09 per diluted share, in
the first quarter of 2021, compared to a net loss of $3.7
million, or $0.13 per diluted share, in the same 2020
period. First quarter 2021 adjusted net income was
$33.3 million, or $1.10 per diluted share, compared to
net income of $1.1 million, or $0.04 per diluted share,
in 2020. The Company raised full year 2021 adjusted
EBITDA guidance to $800 million to $840 million.
2021 is shaping up to be a banner year, Larry
Silber, president and CEO said. The CEO said that
Q1 felt normal and that they do not see a lot of
distress out there in the market. In fact they noted
that original equipment suppliers were starting to
get tight and that this was also increasing prices for
used equipment. And rental prices are firming up.
So this is what is combining to lead to estimates of
$4.30 to $4.37 for 2021 (depending on what consensus
source you use), about 43% growth. Furthermore,
analysts are expecting a further 33% gain in EPS to
$5.73 next year, and 31.5% annual growth over the
next 3-5 years. Al this combined gives HRI a PEG of
0.7 (22.5 PE for 2021 / 3l.5), a valuation very hard to
come by in this market, as is 6.8 times free cash flow.
The consensus for the seasonally slow Q1 is $.25, up
from a pandemic impacted $.04. And note that the
last 4 EPS surprises were 119%, 141%, 59% and 31%,
so there’s that. And with just 4%, of this $51 billion
market there is a lot of open road ahead including M&A
potential. There are lots of smaller rental companies
out there. Meanwhile the BI Rank is an impressive
10.7 and Zacks gives the shares a I rank – Buy.”

Editor’s Note: This was an edited version of the report on
Herc Rentals published in the BI Research newsletter. Thomas
Bishop’s BI Research, now in its 41st year of publishing, niche is
rapidly growing small to mid-cap stocks, whose PE’s are reasonable
relative to their growth rates. BI Research has frequently been
ranked among the top stock picking investment newsletters for
its performance. For more information visit www.biresearch.com.
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Focus on directed energy weapons
Sean Christian: “We are cautious? These are
dangerous times and the stock market has only just
begun to notice. We have a big cash position and a lot
of inflation hedge. Still we are braced for some tough
markets ahead.
Our focus this month is on directed energy
weapons, as they are maturing from experimental
prototypes to being operational in the U.S. military.
High powered solid state lasers are revolutionary
as they can be fired at a marginal cost of less than a
dollar instead of a missile that costs tens of thousands
of dollars. This benefits Raytheon Technologies
(RTX) and Northrop Grumman Corp (NOC) and
Lockheed Martin Corp (LMT) (all covered by
Invesco Aerospace & Defense ETF (PPA) as well
as our position in RTX.
Directed energy weapons are highlighted in the
National Defense Strategy published in March.
This is important in that we hold good-sized defense
positions (almost 12% of our portfolio) RTX and PPA
look like good holdings.”
***************

Gene Inger’s DAILY BRIEFING
3615 Conroy Rd., Ste. 617, Orlando, FL 32839.
$159/Quarterly.
www.IngerLetter.com

‘Gain of Function’
Gene Inger: “I’ve now read quotes from Dr.
Fauci years ago about his funding of ‘gain of function’
research. And apparently this was performed thru an
intermediary (Peter Daszak) who helped set that up
in Wuhan in 2017. As I recall more recently, he was
in the so-called investigation group authorized to go
to China to ‘investigate’, while ‘real’ investigative
epidemiologists were fully denied access to China.
As 79 Dr. Fauci doesn’t need the grief; but he denied
it all; and Weekend Australian will expose all of this
.. well now.
The idea is we could have learned about ‘gain of
function’ without any of the risks that they know
existed by doing the lab/bat work the way it was
handled.
Huge scandal. Can that affect the market? Well
in 2017 Fauci did not brief President Trump or Sec’y.
Pompao; and didn’t step forward in January 2020
when he inherently ‘had to know’ what was funded
and where it took place (a picture of Daszak and the
bat lady is featured in Australia’s coverage). By the
way ‘translate’ gain of function; and I get: CCP/PLA
bioweapon research.”
Editor’s Note: The Inger Letter, has evolved over the decades
into a daily emailed stock market analysis by Gene Inger, financial
television pioneer, money manager, and periodic Top Timer in
various market indexes.
The Daily Briefing, focuses on S&P technical market prospect
and is distributed nightly and typically includes one or two videos
as well as charts and analysis. $159/Quarterly.

MarketCast is emailed several times during the market day
to investors and traders more attuned to intraday equity index
swings. In addition to S&P trading guidelines, intraday action of
the Dow, Dollar, Euro, treasuries, Oil, Gold, and other indexes and
a few prominent stocks are analyzed. $390/Quarterly.
For more information and subscription information on the
services that The Inger Letter offers visit www.ingerletter.com.

***************

The MONEYLETTER
Published by MPL Communications Inc.
133 Richmond St. W., Toronto, ON, M5H 3M8
Issued twice-monthly Special Introductory Offer:
6 months, $38 + tax. 1-800-804-8846
www.adviceforinvestors.com.

2 global bank stocks to buy
Portfolio manager Margaret Samuel looks at two
global bank stocks as potential investments against
a backdrop of rising interest rates.
The pandemic has created a level of forced savings
not seen since World War II. The market is looking
forward to more normal activity levels, and we expect
that pent-up demand will be expressed in accelerated
consumer and business spending including inventory
building.
Although central banks project accommodating
policies for some time in the future, the longer
end of the bond market reflects this expectation of
future spending with increasing rates, albeit from
historically unprecedented low levels.
Increasing yields, especially with a steepening
curve, can benefit financial stocks to the extent that
their yields on longer-duration loans exceed their
interest-rate obligations on shorter-dated deposits.
In addition, with oil prices rising, the prospects for
Western Canadian energy companies to repay loans
to banks may improve.
Let’s look at a US bank and a competing major
Canadian bank as potential investments against the
backdrop of rising rates.
JP Morgan Chase & Co. (NYSE: JPM) –
JPM is a financial holding company engaged in
investment banking and financial services with
2019 revenue of $119 billion USD and it operates
in four segments.
The first is Consumer and Community Banking,
responsible for $56 billion USD revenue in 2019,
and which operates bank branches, automated
teller machines, telephone banking, mobile banking
and online banking to offer services to consumer
and business clients. With an ROE of 31 per cent,
this segment serves 63 million US households, has
9.3 per cent of the market share of retail deposits,
and is the top sales-based credit card issuer. In
addition, more than three-quarters of its checking
households use it as their primary bank. Rising
rates, especially with a steepening yield curve,
may benefit this segment that generates much of
JPM’s revenue.
JPM’s second segment is Corporate and Investment
Banking, generating $38 billion USD revenue in
2019 and which generates a 14 per cent ROE. It
offers treasury and securities products and services,
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prime brokerage, market-making, and investment
banking services to municipal entities, government
organizations, financial institutions, investors and
corporations. More than 80 per cent of Fortune 500
companies do business with this segment in over 100
markets around the world. This segment ranks first
globally in markets revenue and investment banking
fees, processes the greatest volume of USD payments,
and is the second-largest custodian with $27 trillion
USD in assets under custody.
The third segment, Commercial Banking, created
$14 billion USD revenue in 2019 and provides asset
management, investment banking, treasury services
and lending solutions to about 18,000 commercial
and industrial clients, and approximately 34,000 real
estate investors and owners. With 30 international
locations and 142 locations in the US, this segment
generated $2.7 billion USD of investment banking
revenue in 2019 and an ROE of 17 per cent.
The fourth segment, Asset Management, was
responsible for $9 billion USD of the corporation’s
revenue in 2019. This segment was the top private
bank generating an ROE of 26 per cent in 2019
with $2.4 trillion USD in assets under management
providing wealth management and investment
management services for 59% of the world’s largest
central banks, sovereign wealth funds, and pension
funds.
With its broad diversification, JPM benefits in a
challenged environment. For example, lower rates are
offset across its businesses such as mortgage trading
and mortgage origination. As another example, in
2019 a slowing European economy was offset by
robust global growth, given JPM’s geographical
diversification, and strong consumer sentiment in
2019 that offset weaker corporate sentiment due to
JPM’s diversity of clients.
As CEO Jamie Dimon stated on December 8, 2020
“we want to run an efficient business while investing
for the future. So, we spend more time in the present
while investing for the future. We’re always doing
both.”
Not only can a large part of its business benefit
from rising rates, but this quote suggests that JPM
is led by wise management as well.
Royal Bank of Canada (TSX: RY; NYSE: RY) –
RY has approximately 17,000,000 clients with more
than 86,000 employees, operates in about 36 countries
and, on the basis of market capitalization, is the
largest bank in Canada and one of the ten-largest
global banks. While most (59 per cent) of its revenue
is generated in Canada, 25 per cent is US and 16 per
cent international.
In its presentation for the fourth quarter of 2020,
RY reports a strong financial profile, including
resilient earnings of $11.4 billion in 2020, 14.2 per
cent return on equity, a strong capital position of
15.5 per cent, including 12.5 per cent Tier 1 common
equity, and high credit ratings on its debt. With a goal
of maximizing shareholder returns, over the last ten
years RY has increased its dividend every year and
has a conservative average dividend payout ratio of
47 per cent.
Deposits and lending, which benefit from a

steep yield curve, are reflected in Personal and
Commercial Banking, which accounts for about
45 per cent of RY’s earnings. In its Personal and
Commercial Banking segment, 95 per cent of
which is Canadian, RY builds digitally-enabled
relationships to focus on serving clients by resolving
problems and providing advice, on accelerating
client growth, on delivering digital solutions, and
on becoming more agile and efficient. This strategy
has resulted in solid volume growth in loans and
deposits over the last four years, as well as top 2
market share ranking in key categories, including
personal lending, deposits and GICs, credit cards,
mutual funds, and business loans.
Having diversified over the years from this
interest-rate sensitive business segment, RY
generates 24 per cent of its earnings in Capital
Markets, 19 per cent in Wealth Management,
seven per cent in Insurance, and five per cent in
Investor and Treasury Services. In the Capital
Markets segment, with more than half its revenue
generated in the US, RY is the 12th-largest global
investment bank, and is strategically positioned in
large financial centres.
In Wealth Management, RY targets growing in
global markets, deepening digitally enabled and datadriven Canadian client relationships, accelerating
growth in the US, and attaining top-tier status in
the British Isles and in Asia.
The bank’s Insurance segment similarly aims
to deepen client relationships through providing a
full range of insurance solutions. This segment also
focuses on improving distribution with technology
solutions, on digital initiatives for simplicity and
innovation, and on expanding international business
optimized by selection and risk management.
The Investor and Treasury Services segment also
employs technology and data insights to solve clients’
challenges, to attract Canadian insurance companies,
pension funds, investment counsellors and asset
managers with high risk-adjusted returns, robust
service, and risk controls.
RY has a disciplined approach to risk management,
including scenario analysis and diversification by
product and region, to anchor its credit quality. Its
presentation for the fourth quarter of 2020 suggests
that RY is proud of the ability of its technology
platforms to help clients exceed expectations, and
of its ability to attract top employees, to lead ESG
initiatives, and to partner with other organizations
that enhance value for all Canadians.
Editor’s Note: Margaret Samuel, MBA, LL.B., CFA is
President, CEO and Portfolio Manager of Enriched Investing
Incorporated, www.enrichedinvesting.com. She or clients of
Enriched Investing™ may hold positions in the securities
mentioned. The information provided is general in nature and does
not represent investment advice. It is subject to change without
notice and is based on the perspectives and opinions of the writer
only. It may also contain forward-looking statements that may
not prove to be accurate. Every effort has been made to compile
this material from reliable sources; however, no warranty can be
made as to its accuracy or completeness. Before acting on any of
the above, please consult an appropriate professional regarding
your particular circumstances.
This is an edited version of an article that was originally
published for subscribers to The MoneyLetter.
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KITCO NEWS, www.kitco.com

Gold price to double, but gold stocks
could see 10X gains in next 3 yrs
– Tim Ord
With the gold market on a bullish streak again,
investors should be paying attention to the gold
stocks, which have the potential to see 10X gains in
this bull cycle, said Timothy Ord, president and editor
of The Ord Oracle.
Gold prices already rose nearly 8% in May,
marking the best month since July, and the bull run
is just getting starting, Ord told Anna Golubova of
Kitco News.
“We could see $2,700 around the year 2024 just
because of the timing of the rally – from the bottom
in 2016 to almost $2,100-high in August 2020. That
leg-up lasted four years. Then from the August high,
we went down to the March lows of this year. And
now, we are beginning the second half of the rally,”
Ord described.
Gold rallies often times have symmetry, which is

Investment Newsletter Profile:

Investment Models, Inc.
The Bull & Bear Financial Report recently
profiled Investment Models, Inc. on The Bull
& Bear’s website.
This highly-regarded service has a very impressive 40+ year track record and is consistently
ranked a “Top Ten Timer” by Timer Digest.
Business Week calls Jim Rohrbach “The Zen of
Market Timing.” Tobin Smith says, “Jim Rohrbach
is the best market timer in the country.”
James O. Rohrbach, R.I.A. is the founder and
President of Investment Models, Inc. He has
been identifying changes in the trend of the stock
market in real-time since 1970. He created the
RIX (Rohrbach) Index which mathematically
translates the market action every day into a
number that represents the trend of the market
for that day.
Rohrback believes that he may be the only
Market Timer who does this. The RIX Index is
a mathematical formula that provides numbers
that are simple to understand and have been
successfully used for over 47 years.
There is no guessing, hedging, predicting,
or what ifs. He does not make any attempts to
forecast the future course of the stock market.
He simply identifies the changes in the trend
and goes with those changes. Rohrbach’s stock
market signal alerts will tell you exactly when to
get in and when to get out of the stock market.
No guessing!
An annual subscription to Investment-Models,
weekly email newsletter, is $395. The annual
subscription fee includes frequent Daily Bonus
reports and unlimited free consultations with
Jim Rohrbach.
Read the Profile on Investment-Models

why 2024 could witness a significant new high in
gold. “The first leg took four years, and the second
leg could also take four years,” he said.
XAU-Gold Ratio
And while the bull rally does its thing, one ratio
to keep a very close eye on is the XAU (Philadelphia
Gold and Silver equities index) – gold ratio, which
shows how undervalued all the gold stocks are at the
moment. The gold to XAU ratio measures the number
of XAU an ounce of gold can buy.
“Gold stocks are a way better buy right now than
gold itself,” Ord pointed out. “Between 1982 to 2007,
the XAU-gold ratio stayed between 0.35-0.15. The
0.15 was considered cheap. That ratio got all the
way down to 0.05, and right now we are at 0.09,
which is still relatively cheap compared to historical
standards.”
This makes gold stocks the best buy relative to
gold price since the 1980s, he added. “When gold
stocks are in favor, they get overvalued, and when
they’re out of favor, they get undervalued. And right
now, according to the XAU-gold ratio, there are at an
extremely low level. In other words, these gold stocks
are great value,” Ord said.
The XAU-gold ratio has turned up in 2016, then
went sideways through 2018 and 2019. At the end
of 2019, it turned up, and it is still going up now. “I
expect that to continue to 2024. And that ratio will
probably speed up higher going forward from here.
Gold stocks will outperform gold from now on,” Ord
said.
Ord forecasts gold to gain around $1,000 in the
next three years and rise to around $2,700 an ounce.
In comparison, he estimates that some of the gold
miners could see their returns at least triple. He is
not ruling out the GDX (VanEck Vectors Gold Miners
ETF), which is currently trading at 39.56, getting
into the 100s.
“GDX, for example, would probably get into the
hundreds, tripling. At the same time, gold may at
best double. That’s the reason why gold stocks would
be a better bet than gold,” he said. “Every ounce they
pull out from the ground will be worth more, and that
makes a company’s bottom line worth more.”
Ord also expects senior gold miners to lead the way
from the bottom in prices and then pass the torch
to the smaller mining companies. “The majors will
lead out of the bottoms. As time pushes forward, the
juniors will lead, and then the little ones will perform
the best at the end. Because in the end, it is a big
speculative bubble,” he said.
The XAU-gold ratio has the potential to rise from
the current 0.09 levels to above the previous highs
of 0.35. That would be a 400% gain without the gold
price even moving, Ord pointed out. “If gold stayed at
$1,900 and didn’t move and this ratio went from 0.09
to 0.35, that’s a 400% gain in gold stocks. So, without
gold moving, gold stocks could go up 400% from here
just to get back above the previous highs, which is
not extremely hard to do,” he said.
But if gold rises to $2,700, then gold stocks have
the potential to go up by ten or even 15 times. “Gold
stocks are going to do extremely well over the next
several years. And I’m talking about at least 400%. And
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probably a lot of them will do ten times,” Ord stated.
The XAU-gold ratio can also provide insight into
how long the bull rally will last. In a bull market,
gold stocks outperform gold, and that’s when this
XAU-gold ratio rises. As long as that ratio rises, it
suggests the gold bull market is still in force. Once
it turns down, then gold will outperform gold stocks,
and that is usually when the market is in a bear
market, Ord explained.
“A lot of people don’t use XAU-to-gold ratio, but it
is very important,” he noted.
Gold’s Macro-Environment
The U.S. dollar and inflationary pressures are the
two major drivers that will continue to support the
gold sector.
“The United States is contemplating putting
trillions of dollars into the market for various
programs. If you put a lot of money into the market,
that devalues the dollar itself, and that’s bullish
for gold because it takes more dollars now to buy
gold. Home prices in the United States are going up
dramatically, lumber prices over the last year were up
400%, gas prices are up,” Ord said. “Gold is a hedge
against that. So as the dollar goes down, gold goes up.”
And after bottoming at $1,680 at the end of March,
gold is now starting the second leg of its rally. “We
started an impulse wave up right now, and it’s still
early in the rally. Time-wise, we still got a long way
to go – 2024 will be an important timeframe. There’s
probably going to be some sort of high,” he said.
Editor’s Note: Kitco is the global precious metals authority
and retailer of bullion products, recognized as the leading voice in
commodities information providing best-in-class news, data and
insights, www.kitco.com.

***************

THE ADEN FORECAST
P.O. Box 790260, St. Louis, MO 63179.
Monthly, 1 year, $250. Introductory Trial Offer,
3 Months, $65. Includes Weekly Updates.
www.adenforecast.com.

World is diversifying
Mary Anne and Pamela Aden: “When you think
about the U.S. dollar reserves held by central banks
falling to 59%, it clearly shows how the world is
slowly diversifying their reserves. And a lot of that
is towards gold.
You also can’t help but doubt that inflation is
transitory, like Janet Yellen and Jerome Powell
continue to say. It’s unlikely that inflation will be
short lived when you see everything rising. Be it
commodities, tuition, energy, the stock market... they
are all much higher than a year ago.
A look at a chart of gold in euro terms shows that
gold is in a major 8+year up-channel and it’s been
correcting from its 2020 peak. It’s now bottoming and
starting to rise in other currencies. This is saying
gold is poised to outperform the major currencies.”

Editor’s Note: The Aden Forecast, now in its 40 th year,
specializes in the U.S. stock market, mutual funds, U.S. interest
rates and bonds, the international stock and bond markets,
the foreign exchange and precious metals markets. For more
information visit www.adenforecast.com.

Resurgence of
Uranium
Exploration in
Saskatchewan
The International Energy Agency’s World Energy
Outlook, projects global electricity demand to increase
by about 55% from 2018
to 2040. At the same time,
air pollution and climate
change are driving transition to low-emission sources
of electricity.
Numerous companies are
currently on the hunt for
uranium targeting near-surface, basement-hosted,
high-grade uranium orebodies outside of the Athabasca Basin – best known as the world’s leading
source of high-grade uranium and currently supplies
20% of the world’s uranium.
Airborne low-level magnetometer and VLFEM surveys have been recently completed by an
Australian-based company, with another airborne
gravity gradiometer gravity & magnetics survey
commencing on properties located east of the eastern
edge of the Athabasca Basin in Saskatchewan.

Uranium Claims Available
High-Grade Saskatchewan Uranium: 6 undrilled
claims (9284 acres) good into 2023, off eastern edge of
Athabasca Basin and within 8 and 20 km respectively
of the recent airborne surveying activity, 1.01% U,
5.79% U3O8 and 7.17% U3O8 in basement boulders.
For details, contact Gary at gdeexploration@gmail.com

Visit Bull & Bear’s Web Sites...

TheBullandBear.com
GoldStockNews.com
TheResourceInvestor.com

Register Online for
Bull & Bear's
FREE e-Newsletters
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400 Frandor Ave., Lansing, MI 48912.
Monthly, 1 year, $159.

Will Basel 3 Accords soon
boost gold and silver prices?
Patrick Heller: “The Basel 3 Accords are a set
of global financial reforms developed by the Basel
Committee on Banking Supervision under the
domain of the Bank for International Settlements,
an organization headquartered in Basel, Switzerland.
These coming changes in bank system operations
are to strengthen regulation, supervision, and risk
management within the worldwide banking industry.
Part of the Basel 3 regulations that could be
especially disruptive are those involving bank trading
of precious metals.
The most important change for precious metals
is that banks would be required to hold reserves
against their assets. Under the coming regulations,
banks would count unallocated precious metals at
85% of their value on the bank’s books in making
the determination of how much it needs to hold in
reserves against these assets.
However, banks would no longer be able to consider
any of the liability for unallocated precious metals as
part of their required reserves.
Therefore, to comply with Basel 3 regulations,
banks would have to either create a huge increase
in their shareholders’ equity to provide the required
reserves or they will be forced to sharply reduce or
completely eliminate their trading in unallocated
precious metals.
Will these banks take title and custody to many
times the quantity of physical precious metals that
they now hold? For all practical purposes that isn’t
possible because there just aren’t enough physical
metals available. Another obstacle is that these
banks simply do not have the storage capacity to hold
adequate inventory to provide sufficient reserves for
their precious metals assets.
The practical effect of this part of the new Basel 3
regulation would be to almost completely wipe out the
trading of unallocated precious metals in the London
and New York markets. About the only trade that
would survive would be for allocated metals.
On the surface, it may seem that the provisions
of the Basel 3 Accords may collapse the market for
trading unallocated previous metals, with the result of
pushing up gold and silver prices. It might – someday.
But, in practice, the US government could arrange
to delay or reduce gold and silver price increases when
the Basel 3 bank regulations take effect.
However this works out, I still anticipate much
higher gold and silver prices in the next six months
to two years.
Why?
The bottom line is that the impact of the coming
Basel 3 Accords will only slightly impact what
happens to gold and silver prices. Prices of both
metals are destined to soar because of soaring
inflation of the US money supply, massive increases

in government spending and debt, and the falling
purchasing power of the US dollar.
Should the Basel 3 regulations have a greater than
lesser impact on precious metals markets, that would
accelerate how soon prices rise and lead to even greater
increases. Even if they have minimal impact, gold and
silver prices are still destined to rise significantly in the
next six months to two years for all the other reasons
having nothing to do with banking regulations.
If you have not yet already built an adequate
holding of bullion-priced physical gold and silver coins
and ingots, you need to do so sooner rather than later.”
Editor’s Note: Patrick A. Heller is editor of Liberty’s Outlook,
newsletter. The newsletter was named Best Dealer Publication in
2020 and 2019 by Numismatic Literary Guild. Liberty Coin Service,
celebrating their 50 anniversary, is a buyer of gold, silver, platinum
and palladium bullion and quality rare coins.
The above is an edited version of the article, Will Basel 3 Accords
Soon Boost Gold and Silver Prices? Published in Liberty’s Outlook.
To read the unedited version, Click Here.
***************

THE MORGAN REPORT
621 Mallon, Ste. 422, Spokane, WA 99201.
Monthly, 1 year, $497 (Premium Membership). In
Depth Research, Video Updates, 24/7 website
access, Special Bonus Reports, 480-325-0230,
www.themorganreport.com.

Is there a silver shortage?
David Morgan: “In early May, the U.S. Mint
indicated there was a worldwide silver shortage and
we posted the missive on our Twitter feed, followed
by several question marks to indicate we were
questioning the assertion. Without going into detail,
our tweet was noticed by some familiar with the Mint
and the overall silver market and they indicated that
a revised statement would be issued. Indeed, on June
2, a new statement was issued indicating that there
is a shortage of “blanks” required for the Mint to
manufacture the silver eagles in sufficient quantity.
So, what is the truth? Is silver in a shortage or is it just
a backlog based on silver availability from the Sunshine
Mint and others that supply blanks to the U.S. Mint? The
truth is somewhere in between: the silver market is much
tighter than the current price would indicate, and much
internet chatter was made about how the Mint “proved”
the situation, and still others stated it is industry that is
driving the market and not investment demand.
Investment demand is exactly what is driving this
market, and the amount invested between retail and
institutions was OFF THE CHARTS in 2020 – as
stated in earlier TMRs. Point of fact, for the first
time ever, investment demand was greater than
industrial demand in 2020. The market is so far on
track to have substantial investment demand, and
after checking with several wholesalers and some of
the biggest retailers, currently the retail demand has
begun to slow, but the large investors continue to buy
in substantial quantity. Frankly, we would be a little
surprised if investment demand in 2021 is as high
as 2020, but at this point it seems as if it might be.”
Editor’s Note: For more information on The Morgan Report
or to sign up for David Morgan’s FREE Weekly Perspective, visit
www.TheMorganReport.com.
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FREE DAILY NEWSLETTER. Learn how to trade the stock
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Psychology.
www.davelandry.com
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STOCK WARRANT HANDBOOK by Dudley Pierce Baker. FREE!
Your Personal Guide to Trading Stock Warrants. Complete details on stock
warrants trading in U.S. and Canada.
www.CommonStockWarrants.com
GOLD STOCK NEWS. Sign up for the FREE Gold Stock News
E-newsletter. Receive Buy/Sell advice on gold stocks and precious metals
trends by leading investment experts.
www.GoldStockNews.com
BOOM AND INFLATION AHEAD. This is guaranteed to you by
recent gigantic infusion of new Money by Federal Reserve Bank. ($100
Billion in just 3 weeks.) Talk of tight Money is wrong. Most interest rates
are still near mutli-year lows. You must prepare to MAKE MONEY in a
boom like that after World War II. GOLD is likely to offer explosive gains
in this cash-heated Economy. To get our weekly Hotline (MONEY AND THE
ECONOMY) type Adrian Van Eck or Van Eck - Tillman on search engine.
E-mail Vanecktillman@yahoo.com or phone toll-free to Mrs. Penni
Robbins at 1-800-219-1333. Only $4.20/week payable monthly and you
can cancel anytime after 4 weeks.
ANALYZE ANY STOCK FREE! VectorVest is the only stock analysis
and portfolio management system that analyzes, ranks and graphs over
19,000 stocks each day for value, safety and timing and gives a clear buy,
sell or hold rating on every stock every day.
www.vectorvest.com
WALLSTREETWINDOW.COM Free weekly newsletter. Top Gold
stock analysis and trend alert. New Gold upleg is just beginning.
STOCK AND OPTIONS TRADER would like to see a sample copy of
your advisory service. Meltzer, 341 East 70th St., 5-A, New York, NY 10021.

BEAR MARKET ALERT. Free report details exactly when and how to
profit in the next leg down. Free 3-month trial to our daily online newsletter
is available. E-mail: bcarver@yahoo.com.
CAPITAL WANTED

SEEKING ACCREDITED INVESTORS: Partner in hemp to CBD
oil operation. Pending supply contracts for seed to sale. Interested parties
please send full contact details to info@namx.ca or call Namex
Ventures Inc. at 204-691-3775.www.namx.ca
Investor; Loan or Equity. Wanted $50,000 U.S.A. Loan 100%
Secured. Repayable in 2 years at 25% per annum. Alternative; 25%
equity position would be considered. Project small gold mining operation
in Central America. Contact Jerry Ross, 647-886-8000, Toronto,
Rossequip@rogers.com.
GOLD PRE-SALE
ESTABLISHED PLACER MINE forward-selling large quantity gold
production at fixed price. Serious inquiries only.
E-mail: Michaelg-lm@comcast.net
COINS / GOLD / SILVER

GOLD, SILVER PROGRAMS to accumulate fortune in gold and silver
coins. Details $1.00. Marvin Koehler, 706 Washburn St., Taylor, TX 76574.
WORLD GOLD COINS – all NGC/PCGS certified graded and
authenticated! Request free printed price list or visit our website: www.
steinbergs.com. STEINBERG’S INC., Box 5665, Cary, NC 27512-5665.
Tel: (919) 363-5544. Fax: (919) 363-0555. E-mail: info@steinbergs.com
U.S. RARE GOLD AND SILVER COINS. P.C.G.S. and N.G.C.
Member Dealer. Member Certified Coin Exchange. I buy for more. I sell
for less. Forty two years front line experience.
Call 631-880-0381 ask for Elliott.
HEALTH

Chronic Fatigue? Fibromyalgia? Brain Fog, Exhausted, Low
Libido? M.D.s don’t understand? I’m Your Doctor! 30 yrs. experience.
No visit necessary. Free Consultation. Call Dr. Cushing. 386-437-4778.
INVESTMENTS

BIG ETFs TO DOUBLE YOUR MONEY within a Year; Guaranteed!
Email bliss528@gmail.com or Text 607-761-5654

FINANCIAL ASTROLOGY. Take your trading and investing to
the next level. Learn how to use Astrology to compliment your existing
strategies.
www.investingsuccess.ca

HAS YOUR BROKER LOST YOUR $$$ IN THE MARKET?
Recover through securities arbitration. Attorney Anthony J. Hom P.C., 401
Broadway, Suite 411, New York, NY 10013.
Call (212) 274-1433, Fax (212) 274-1223.
E-mail stockfraud@aol.com for a free consultation.

BOOKS/PUBLICATIONS

MINING CLAIMS AVAILABLE

SECOND CHANCE – How to Make and Keep Big Money from the
Coming Gold and Silver Shock-Wave. By David H. Smith and David Morgan,
publisher of The Morgan Report. You may think you’ve missed the biggest
leg up in precious metals and miners. But you would be wrong. Order
today, $19.95
www.TheBookSecondChance.com

HIGH GRADE SASKATCHEWAN URANIUM: 6 undrilled claims (9284 acres)
good into 2023, off eastern edge of Athabasca Basin and within 8 and 20
km respectively of the recent airborne surveying activity, 1.01% U, 5.79%
U3O8 and 7.17% U3O8 in basement boulders. For details, contact Gary
at gdeexploration@gmail.com

STOCK TRADER’S ALMANAC 2021
Here’s how to get the 2021 Stock Trader’s Almanac absolutely FREE! This
indispensable guide is organized in a calendar format to provide monthly
and daily reminders, including upcoming opportunities to grab and dangers
to avoid. Proprietary strategies include the Hirsch Holdings’ “Best Six Months
Switching Strategy” the January Barometer, the Four-Year Presidential
Election/Stock Market Cycle, top Sector Seasonalities and much more.
www.stocktradersalmanac.com

COPPER ZINC GOLD SILVER property in Flin Flon/Creighton Camp, Canada.
Recent TDEM, Mag, Gravity airborne surveys plus MMI anomalies. Drill
Ready. Government drilling incentives.
gdeexploration@gmail.com
STOCK CERTIFICATES

BRE-X MINERALS ORIGINAL CERTIFICATES In Mint Condition
– US $275.00. Contact Sol: sol.mednick@gmail.com
Telephone: 416-443-0595

The

Bull & Bear
FINANCIAL REPORT

For unhedged advice on gold, silver, and uranium shares,
precious metals trends, oil & gas, and base metals,
visit our content-rich web sites...

TheBullandBear.com
GoldStockNews.com
TheResourceInvestor.com
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